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WRITTEN BY 
JEREMY ADAMS, MARK WAID,
JOSHUA WILLIAMSON,
GEOFF JOHNS,
AND SIMON SPURRIER  

ART BY 
FERNANDO PASARIN
AND OCLAIR ALBERT,
TODD NAUCK,
CARMINE DI
GIANDOMENICO,
SCOTT KOLINS, AND 
MIKE DEODATO JR. 

TWO DC ICONS CELEBRATE MAJOR MILESTONES…AND SPEED TOWARD WHAT’S NEXT!

WRITTEN BY 
BECKY CLOONAN,

MICHAEL W. CONRAD,
AND TOM KING

ART BY 
JOËLLE JONES,

DANIEL SAMPERE,
JEN BARTEL,

AND OTHERS 

#800 #800

SOLICITING COMICS ON SALE MARCH 2023

© & ™ DC.

DC.COMISSUE #35 • APRIL 2023

JUNE 2023

GO TO LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM & DOWNLOAD GO TO LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM & DOWNLOAD 

THE NEW DC CONNECT CATALOGTHE NEW DC CONNECT CATALOG

DOWNLOAD TODAY!DOWNLOAD TODAY!

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COMLUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM
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BLACKBLACK''S MYTH:S MYTH:

THE KEY TO HIS HEART #1THE KEY TO HIS HEART #1
WRITER | ERIC PALICKIWRITER | ERIC PALICKI

ARTIST | WENDELL CAVALCANTIARTIST | WENDELL CAVALCANTI
COVER A | LIANA KANGASCOVER A | LIANA KANGAS

COVER B | TIM SEELEYCOVER B | TIM SEELEY

0423AH230 | 0423AH2310423AH230 | 0423AH231

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

It’s back—the “moody tale that smartly blends familiar supernatural elements with the trappings of It’s back—the “moody tale that smartly blends familiar supernatural elements with the trappings of 
classic pulpy crime stories” (Comics Beat). In this new case, werewolf private eye Janie “Strum-classic pulpy crime stories” (Comics Beat). In this new case, werewolf private eye Janie “Strum-
mer” Mercado tries to prevent a young girl from becoming a monster, with the aid of her suave mer” Mercado tries to prevent a young girl from becoming a monster, with the aid of her suave 
djinn assistant Ben Si’lat. But will Strummer gain an intern instead? And why is an old enemy djinn assistant Ben Si’lat. But will Strummer gain an intern instead? And why is an old enemy 
sending mysterious packages to her house?sending mysterious packages to her house?

COVER ACOVER A COVER B 1:3 UNLOCKCOVER B 1:3 UNLOCK
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THE GIMMICK #4THE GIMMICK #4
WRITER | JOANNE STARERWRITER | JOANNE STARER

ARTIST | ELENA GOGOUARTIST | ELENA GOGOU
COVER ARTIST | ERICA HENDERSONCOVER ARTIST | ERICA HENDERSON

0423AH2320423AH232

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/28/2023 FOC DATE | 5/28/2023

Secrets are bared in the pro wrestling drama that Patton Oswalt said has “Back-break-Secrets are bared in the pro wrestling drama that Patton Oswalt said has “Back-break-
ing laughs and shin-cracking action... plus a lot of heart.” As fugitive wrestler Shane is ing laughs and shin-cracking action... plus a lot of heart.” As fugitive wrestler Shane is 
unmasked before a group of fans, his ex-lover Alicia is exposed by a trashy tabloid.unmasked before a group of fans, his ex-lover Alicia is exposed by a trashy tabloid.
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SECOND COMING: TRINITY #3SECOND COMING: TRINITY #3

WRITER | MARK RUSSELLWRITER | MARK RUSSELL
ARTIST | RICHARD PACE AND LEONARD KIRKARTIST | RICHARD PACE AND LEONARD KIRK

COVER A | RICHARD PACECOVER A | RICHARD PACE
COVER B | SHANNON WHEELERCOVER B | SHANNON WHEELER

0423AH233 | 0423AH2340423AH233 | 0423AH234

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

SECOND COMING’s “sensitive exploration of faith, hero worship, and the way both exist SECOND COMING’s “sensitive exploration of faith, hero worship, and the way both exist 
in today’s popular culture—all wrapped up in a mixed-match buddy comedy” (THR) con-in today’s popular culture—all wrapped up in a mixed-match buddy comedy” (THR) con-
tinues as superhero Sunstar and his roommate, Jesus Christ, take turns on babysitting tinues as superhero Sunstar and his roommate, Jesus Christ, take turns on babysitting 
duty! But Jesus may be even more of a “problem child” than Sunstar’s extra-powered duty! But Jesus may be even more of a “problem child” than Sunstar’s extra-powered 
son.son.

COVER ACOVER A COVER B 1:3 UNLOCKCOVER B 1:3 UNLOCK
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0423CT242

B&W | 328 PAGES | $36.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023
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IN STORES  JULY 26, 2023

FOC DATE  MAY 8, 2023

MOTHER RUSSIA #1 (OF 3)
WRITTEN & ILLUSTRATED BY
JEFF MCCOMSEY

COVER B - 0423CX245 UGIS BERZINS

COVER C (1:10) - 0423CX246
MICHAEL AVON OEMING

One baby. One rifle. Two million zombies! As a 
zombie apocalypse breaks out in WWII, a Soviet 
sniper risks her life to protect an innocent baby 
boy. From Jeff McCommsey, the creator behind 
the hit MOTHER RUSSIA: WINTER SPECIAL and 
introducing rising star guest cover artist Ugis 
Berzins!

Don’t miss the 1-in-10 incentive cover by Michael 
Avon Oeming!

$6.99  | B&W | SADDLE STITCH
28 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN

COVER A - 0423CX244
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MOTHER RUSSIA #1  PREVIEW
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IN STORES  JULY 26, 2023

FOC DATE  MAY 8, 2023

SEVEN YEARS IN DARKNESS # 3 (OF 4)

WRITTEN & ILLUSTRATED BY
JOSEPH SCHMALKE

COVER B -
0423CX248

COVER C (1:10) - 0423CX249
RICHARD PACE INC VAR

Months have passed since the massacre at the Academy 
of Black Magic where seven children lost their lives. Now 
someone is sabotaging other students leading to deadly 
results. A mysterious and disturbed class member, 
Zero, is under suspicion as the possible saboteur while 
Matthew and the other apprentice mages prepare to be 
tested and placed into one of five houses.

Featuring a 1:10 variant cover by horror-Meister Richard 
Pace!

$4.99  | FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN

COVER A - 0423CX247
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IN STORES  JULY 26, 2023
FOC DATE  MAY 8, 2023

THE JOTUNN WAR

WRITTEN BY
IAN STUART SHARPE

ILLUSTRATED BY
DEVMALYA PRAMANIK, GER CURTI, 
PAUL LITTLE

COVER BY
JEREMY D. MOHLER

ISBN
978-1-954255-16-6

LUNAR CODE
0423CX243

In the Vikingverse, the Norse rule the 
stars with restless fleets and an iron 
will. But when the thralls rebel, turning 
to the artifice of Norns to help them 
escape their bondage, the natural order 
is thrown into chaos.

$22.95  | FULL COLOR | HARD COVER 
105 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.25 INCHES

21
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IN STORES  JULY 26, 2023

FOC DATE  MAY 8, 2023

STUD AND THE BLOODBLADE
THE COLLECTED EDITION

Written by Perry Crowe, art by Jed 
Dougherty

The guardian barbarian of planet 
Ouroboros fights for good, but his epic 
weapon carries a terrible curse: if Stud 
doesn’t slay enough monsters each 
day, the BloodBlade will transform him 
into a scared little weakling named 
Gary. Adventure and comedy. Science 
fiction and fantasy. Sex and violence. 
STUD!!

Retail: $19.99
ISBN: 9781957708041
Product Code: 0522CX191

THE SILENCERS
THE DEFINITIVE EDITION HC

Written by Fred Van Lente, art by 
Steve Ellis

The critically-acclaimed, hard-boiled 
super-crime series that launched 
the careers of writer Fred Van Lente 
(Marvel Zombies, Archer & Armstrong) 
and artist Steve Ellis (Only Living Boy, 
High Moon) is back! This time with 
never-before-seen story pages and an 
all-new introduction by fan-favorite 
writer Kyle Higgins (Radiant Black, 
Nightwing)! 

This is the DEFINITIVE EDITION of the 
hit series!

Retail: $29.99
ISBN: 9781957708027
Product Code: 0322CX197

SPACE CORPS
THE COLLECTED EDITION

Written by Gannon Beck & Bryan 
Richmond, art by Gannon Beck

OORAH! The Space Corps is here to 
save the universe!

When an alien species attacks Earth, 
high schooler Deven Taylor is swept 
up in the machinery of an intergalactic 
war and finds himself serving alongside 
strange recruits from across the stars! 
As the Space Corps’ newest enlistee, 
Deven must come to terms with who 
he is and the price he’s willing to pay 
for survival.

Retail: $22.99
ISBN: 9781957708065
Product Codes: 0722CX255

CEX COLLECTIONS & GRAPHIC NOVELS
The following items are available for reorder

“This book strides the line between 
absurd and parody and genuine 

original story at a perfect balance.” 

—The League of Comic Geeks

“...[T]he best influences somehow 
manage to be both products of their 

time as well as timeless. 
The Silencers is one of those.” 

— Kyle Higgins  (Radiant Black)

“A tremendous, smart, thrilling read. 
Soldiers by people who understand 

soldiers. Comics by people who 
understand comics. Not to be missed.” 

— Tom King (Human Target)

22
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PIXIV: ARTISTS IN KOREAPIXIV: ARTISTS IN KOREA
HARD COVERHARD COVER

WRITER | N/AWRITER | N/A
ARTIST | VARIOUSARTIST | VARIOUS

COVER ARTIST | TIVCOVER ARTIST | TIV

0423CP2500423CP250

FULL COLOR | 200 PAGES | $49.99FULL COLOR | 200 PAGES | $49.99
IN-STORE DATE | 8/23/2023IN-STORE DATE | 8/23/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

Pixiv has built the world’s largest creation platform, Pixiv has built the world’s largest creation platform, 
with over 80 million users and over 3 billion page views with over 80 million users and over 3 billion page views 
monthly. Their mission is to build an exciting space for monthly. Their mission is to build an exciting space for 
everyone to enjoy and learn various creative activities. everyone to enjoy and learn various creative activities. 
Artists in Korea represents a small fraction of the talent-Artists in Korea represents a small fraction of the talent-

ed artists actively engaged on pixiv. Clover Press and pixiv are proud to bring these artists to the ed artists actively engaged on pixiv. Clover Press and pixiv are proud to bring these artists to the 
English reading audience, and to deliver their art beyond the boundaries of region and language. English reading audience, and to deliver their art beyond the boundaries of region and language. 
The art of manhwa and manga creation continues to become mainstream on a worldwide basis. We The art of manhwa and manga creation continues to become mainstream on a worldwide basis. We 
hope these books introduce you to more international artists and inspire you to enjoy and create hope these books introduce you to more international artists and inspire you to enjoy and create 
your own new artwork. Artists in Korea features 78 of the best artists in Korea, with a cover by Tiv, your own new artwork. Artists in Korea features 78 of the best artists in Korea, with a cover by Tiv, 
an illustrator well known for poetic and transparent expression and capturing emotional moments, an illustrator well known for poetic and transparent expression and capturing emotional moments, 
especially of women. This volume also includes art by modare, Anmi, zipcy, Gearous, DSmile and especially of women. This volume also includes art by modare, Anmi, zipcy, Gearous, DSmile and 
many more!many more!
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PIXIV: ARTISTS IN TAIWANPIXIV: ARTISTS IN TAIWAN
HARD COVERHARD COVER

WRITER | N/AWRITER | N/A
ARTIST | VARIOUSARTIST | VARIOUS

COVER ARTIST | VOFANCOVER ARTIST | VOFAN

0423CP2510423CP251

FULL COLOR | 200 PAGES | $49.99FULL COLOR | 200 PAGES | $49.99
IN-STORE DATE | 8/9/2023IN-STORE DATE | 8/9/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

Pixiv has built the world’s largest creation platform, Pixiv has built the world’s largest creation platform, 
with over 80 million users and over 3 billion page views with over 80 million users and over 3 billion page views 
monthly. Their mission is to build an exciting monthly. Their mission is to build an exciting space for space for 
everyone to enjoy and learn various creative activities. everyone to enjoy and learn various creative activities. 
Artists in Taiwan represents a small fraction of the tal-Artists in Taiwan represents a small fraction of the tal-

ented artists actively engaged on Pixiv. Clover Press and Pixiv are proud to bring these artists to the ented artists actively engaged on Pixiv. Clover Press and Pixiv are proud to bring these artists to the 
English reading audience, and to deliver their art beyond the boundaries of region and language. English reading audience, and to deliver their art beyond the boundaries of region and language. 
The art of manhwa and manga creation continues to become mainstream on a worldwide basis. We The art of manhwa and manga creation continues to become mainstream on a worldwide basis. We 
hope these books introduce you to more international artists and inspire you to enjoy and create hope these books introduce you to more international artists and inspire you to enjoy and create 
your own new artwork. Artists in Taiwan features 83 of the finest artists in Taiwan, with a cover by your own new artwork. Artists in Taiwan features 83 of the finest artists in Taiwan, with a cover by 
VOFAN, an illustrator with an impressive mastery of the use of intense light and shadow. Additional-VOFAN, an illustrator with an impressive mastery of the use of intense light and shadow. Additional-
ly, this volume includes a conversation between VOFAN and Say HANa, discussing their work. Other ly, this volume includes a conversation between VOFAN and Say HANa, discussing their work. Other 
artist featured include I READING, LOIZA, B.c.N.y., Canking and many more!artist featured include I READING, LOIZA, B.c.N.y., Canking and many more!
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WASP VIDEO ROADHOUSEWASP VIDEO ROADHOUSE
WRITER | CARLOS GONZALEZWRITER | CARLOS GONZALEZ
ARTIST | CARLOS GONZALEZARTIST | CARLOS GONZALEZ

COVER ARTIST | CARLOS GONZALEZCOVER ARTIST | CARLOS GONZALEZ

0423FW2520423FW252

B&W | 256 PAGES | $24.95B&W | 256 PAGES | $24.95
IN-STORE DATE | 7/5/2023IN-STORE DATE | 7/5/2023

 FOC DATE | 4/30/2023 FOC DATE | 4/30/2023

Welcome to the club. A comic book potpourri collecting over a decade of fever Welcome to the club. A comic book potpourri collecting over a decade of fever 
dreams, lost highways, and psycho-sexual noir. If you can’t get enough of crudely dreams, lost highways, and psycho-sexual noir. If you can’t get enough of crudely 
drawn mutilation fables, open this door. Then you can get back to your jazz albums drawn mutilation fables, open this door. Then you can get back to your jazz albums 
and drinking. Collects “The Toy Collector”, “Micro Pitch”, “Scab County” and more and drinking. Collects “The Toy Collector”, “Micro Pitch”, “Scab County” and more 
rare and hard to find comics by underground cartoonist, Carlos Gonzalez.rare and hard to find comics by underground cartoonist, Carlos Gonzalez.
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YOU'VE BEEN CANCELLED #1
In the near future, cancel culture means more than just losing your job...it could mean 
your life. The world’s premier entertainment event is CANCELLED - a live-streamed 
program where elite bounty hunters called cancellers kill individuals who society has 
voted to “cancel” following heinous actions or offenses. Our story follows Roland 
Endo, the world’s #1 ranked Canceller. Because of this status, Roland lives in a 

constant state of paranoia with a target on his back...

RELEASE DATE
June 07, 2023

FOC Date: May15, 2023

 32 Pages | Full color | $4.99

WRITER:  CURT PIRES

ARTIST: KEVIN CASTANIERO  | COLORIST JASON WORDIE

LETTERER: MICAH MYERS

Cover B by Martin SimmondsCover A by Kevin Castaniero and Jason Wordie

0423MA261 0423MA262
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TALES FROM NOTTINGHAM #1 
(Second Print)

TALES FROM NOTTINGHAM #5

Tales from Nottingham explores untold stories from the 
twisted universe of Nottingham, including the secret 
origins of Robin Hood and the Merry Men, Marian's 
violent past, Aya of the Hashashin's first kill, and 
an ordeal that will shake Friar Tuck to his core.

Never-before-seen mysteries confront Everard 
Blackthorne, the Sheriff of Nottingham, culminating 
in an investigation that will lead directly into the 
climactic events of Nottingham Vol. 3.

In 1191, Robin of Locksley returns from the Holy Land 
to an England he barely recognises...and so he takes 
matters into his own hands, with brutal and sadistic 
results. And so the Merry Men are born...

Never-before-seen mysteries confront Everard 
Blackthorne, the Sheriff of Nottingham, culminating in 
an investigation that will lead directly into the climactic 
events of Nottingham Vol. 3.

24 Pages | Full color | $3.99

RELEASE DATE
June 28, 2023

FOC Date: June 05, 2023

24 Pages | Full color | $3.99

RELEASE DATE
June 28, 2023

FOC Date: June 05, 2023

WRITER: DAVID HAZAN

ARTIST: SHANE CONNERY VOLK | COLORIST: LUCA ROMANO

LETTERER:  JUSTIN BIRCH

WRITER: DAMIEN BECTON

ARTIST: RAFAEL ROMEO MAGAT | COLORIST: ELLIE WRIGHT

COVER COLORIST: LUCA ROMANO | LETTERER:  MATT KROTZER

0423MA259 0423MA260
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MONOMYTH #2

Our potential wizards now know magic is real, but shadowy 
apparitions stalk them in the bowels of the castle.

Monomyth is an all-new mini-series from the mind of David 
Hazan (Nottingham).

RELEASE DATE
June 21, 2023

FOC Date: May29, 2023

 32 Pages | Full color | $4.99

WRITER:  DAVID HAZAN

ARTIST: CECILIA LO VALVO  | COLORIST: MARISSA LOUISE

LETTERER: LUCAS GATTONI

2

D A V I D  H A Z A N  •  C E C I L I A  L O  V A L V O

M A R I S S A  L O U I S E

L U C A S  G A T T O N I

0423MA258
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Travis has been reunited with the love of his life, Cassandra! Now they 
just have to survive the toxic environment, the killer garbage worshippers, 
and the ever-growing nuclear monster ravaging what’s left of Earth! Just 

another day in the life of being a garbage man.

DON'T SPIT IN THE WIND #3

WRITER: STEFANO CARDOSELLI 

ARTIST: STEFANO CARDOSELLI | COLORIST | LETTERER: DAN LEE

24 Pages | Full color | $3.99

RELEASE DATE
June 14, 2023

FOC Date: May 22, 2023

0423MA253
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EXORCISTS NEVER DIE #3
For Syd Miller and Ellen Blair, every victory on the way down through the Hellscraper is 
the kickoff of the next fight! Having barely lived through their battle with Lust, Syd and Ellen 
have racked up another win. Unfortunately, that makes them easy prey for the next demonic 
sin in waiting: Gluttony. After all, what’s tastier than glory, and who could possibly ever get 
enough of it? Thousands of souls wait for the chopping block many floors below, but if 
Syd and Ellen can’t exorcise Gluttony, they’ll never reach the bottom of the Hellscraper for 
the save. Unfortunately, the odds don’t look good. Syd’s gloryhogging already killed his 
relationship with Ellen years ago, and now it might just get both of them killed! Can the man 

who’s never sacrificed a day in his life do so in time to survive?

WRITER: STEVE ORLANDO

ARTIST: SEBASTIÁN PÍRIZ  | COVER ARTIST: SEBASTIÁN PÍRIZ

 LETTERER: CARLOS M. MANGUAL

32 Pages | Full color | $4.99

RELEASE DATE
June 28, 2023

FOC Date: June 06, 2023

0423MA254
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With Hephaestus now back among the living, Artemis must face off 
against another god before she can get to her visit an old friend, in 

hopes of discovering a way to defeat Zeus…
Hunt. Kill. Repeat. is an all-new original series by Mark London 
(Battlecats, Knights of the Golden Sun) with art by the dynamic 
Francesco Archidiacono, colors by all-star Lee Loughridge (Deadly 

Class, The Good Asian) and covers by Ryan Kincaid.

HUNT. KILL. REPEAT. #4

WRITER: MARK LONDON

ARTIST: FRANCESCO ARCHIDIACONO, MARC DEERING | COLORIST: LEE LOUGHRIDGE 

COVER ARTIST: RYAN KINCAID | LETTERER: RUS WOOTON

32 Pages | Full color | $4.99

RELEASE DATE
June 21, 2023

FOC Date: May 29, 2023

0423MA255
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WRITER: CULLEN BUNN

ARTIST: ANDREA MUTTI | LETTERER:  RUS WOOTON

COVER ARTIST: ANDREA MUTTI

(NEW ARC) As the situation in the small village of Disante begins to calm down, 
everything for the doctors at Hospital Roatan are about to witness true terror. 
Meanwhile, Nick makes contact with an old mysterious man that brings even 

more confusion to Nick's already muddled past.

A Legacy of Violence is 12 issue maxi-series by masters of horror Cullen Bunn and 
Andrea Mutti, with letters by Rus Wooton.

A LEGACY OF VIOLENCE #6

24 Pages | Full color | $3.99

RELEASE DATE
June 14, 2023

FOC Date: May 22, 2023

0423MA256
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MCS LEGACY: Battlecats #1 collects five completely new issues that 
go back to the beginning and reimagine the ENTIRE first volume of 
Battlecats. With a reimagined story, all-new art, and five beautiful 
character covers by Jesse Lonergan (Hedra and High Republic 
Adventures) this is Battlecats the way it was intended to be. Great for 
existing fans who want to see their favorite characters refreshed or new 

fans looking to get into the series for the first time.

MCS LEGACY: BATTLECATS VOL. 1

WRITER:  MARK LONDON | ARTIST: MICHAEL CAMELO  

COLORIST: TEKINO | LETTERER: MIGUEL ANGEL ZAPATA

128 Pages | Full color | $17.99

RELEASE DATE
June 21, 2023

FOC Date: May 15, 2023

0423MA257
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LAMENTATION #2LAMENTATION #2
WRITER | CULLEN BUNNWRITER | CULLEN BUNN
ARTIST | ARJUNA SUSINIARTIST | ARJUNA SUSINI

COVER A & C | YANICK PAQUETTECOVER A & C | YANICK PAQUETTE
COVER B | JOHN BIVENSCOVER B | JOHN BIVENS

0423ON263 | 0423ON264 | 0423ON2650423ON263 | 0423ON264 | 0423ON265

FULL COLOR | 48 PAGES | $6.99FULL COLOR | 48 PAGES | $6.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/6/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/6/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

Trapped within the Requiem Theater, lead actress Jennifer fights for her life and freedom as threats encroach from the real world and Trapped within the Requiem Theater, lead actress Jennifer fights for her life and freedom as threats encroach from the real world and 
within the play. When the mysterious Prince Razide selects her as his bride, new dangers emerge, and she still doesn’t know who—or within the play. When the mysterious Prince Razide selects her as his bride, new dangers emerge, and she still doesn’t know who—or 
what—lies beneath the prince’s mask. The Haunting of Hill House meets The Phantom of the Opera in this dizzying horror mystery by what—lies beneath the prince’s mask. The Haunting of Hill House meets The Phantom of the Opera in this dizzying horror mystery by 
acclaimed writer of nightmares Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, The Empty Man, The Sixth Gun) and illustrator Arjuna Susini (Made Men, acclaimed writer of nightmares Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, The Empty Man, The Sixth Gun) and illustrator Arjuna Susini (Made Men, 
Forever Forward). Order 5 or more copies of LAMENTATION #2 (cvs A – B any comb) to qualify to have your order fully returnable.Forever Forward). Order 5 or more copies of LAMENTATION #2 (cvs A – B any comb) to qualify to have your order fully returnable.

COVER ACOVER A

COVER BCOVER B

COVER C 1:10COVER C 1:10
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PARALLELPARALLEL
WRITER | MATTHIAS LEHMANNWRITER | MATTHIAS LEHMANN
ARTIST | MATTHIAS LEHMANNARTIST | MATTHIAS LEHMANN

COVER ARTIST | MATTHIAS LEHMANNCOVER ARTIST | MATTHIAS LEHMANN

0423ON2660423ON266

B&W | 456 PAGES | $29.99B&W | 456 PAGES | $29.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/13/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/13/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

Karl Kling’s story is one of revelations, and Karl Kling’s story is one of revelations, and 
these he has addressed in a letter to his these he has addressed in a letter to his 
daughter, Hella, who had disowned Karl many daughter, Hella, who had disowned Karl many 
years ago. Karl’s letter is a cri de coeur from years ago. Karl’s letter is a cri de coeur from 
a father to a daughter he never really got to a father to a daughter he never really got to 
know, and he comes clean to her about his know, and he comes clean to her about his 
failed marriages, his fractured family relations--and his love for men. Taking place between the failed marriages, his fractured family relations--and his love for men. Taking place between the 
end of World War II and the 1980s, Parallel chronicles Karl’s efforts to comply with social norms in end of World War II and the 1980s, Parallel chronicles Karl’s efforts to comply with social norms in 
order to keep his sexuality a secret. It also paints a picture of a life torn between conformity and order to keep his sexuality a secret. It also paints a picture of a life torn between conformity and 
rebellion, and the cruel realities of twentieth-century German society, where homosexuality was rebellion, and the cruel realities of twentieth-century German society, where homosexuality was 
proscribed and punishable until 1994. Matthias Lehmann poignantly depicts the story of a de-proscribed and punishable until 1994. Matthias Lehmann poignantly depicts the story of a de-
cades-long yearning to live an open and free life, and the price Karl and those he loves must pay cades-long yearning to live an open and free life, and the price Karl and those he loves must pay 
for it. It is also a story of finding the courage to finally tell the truth no matter the obstacles...or the for it. It is also a story of finding the courage to finally tell the truth no matter the obstacles...or the 
cost.cost.
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It’s an epic battle of the Ricks! Hyper tech-bro Glug Vronsky wants to become the new Rick, a Rick It’s an epic battle of the Ricks! Hyper tech-bro Glug Vronsky wants to become the new Rick, a Rick 
2.0, if you will, Morty is losing his mind and slowly turning into Rick, and Rick is, well, the same old 2.0, if you will, Morty is losing his mind and slowly turning into Rick, and Rick is, well, the same old 
Rick! And they’re all fighting aboard a giant dog spaceship that’s headed straight for Earth, only Rick! And they’re all fighting aboard a giant dog spaceship that’s headed straight for Earth, only 
they don’t know Summer’s coming in ninja-style to join the party. Meanwhile, the Goldenfolds, No-they don’t know Summer’s coming in ninja-style to join the party. Meanwhile, the Goldenfolds, No-
elle, and a slew of weird gods plan to exact revenge on the foolish fool who tried to do away with elle, and a slew of weird gods plan to exact revenge on the foolish fool who tried to do away with 
them: Rick Sanchez. Geez, guy can’t catch a break, can he? The all-new ongoing series continues!them: Rick Sanchez. Geez, guy can’t catch a break, can he? The all-new ongoing series continues!

RICK AND MORTYRICK AND MORTY™™  #6#6
WRITER | ALEX FIRERWRITER | ALEX FIRER

ARTIST | MARC ELLERBYARTIST | MARC ELLERBY
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TURNING JAPANESE TURNING JAPANESE 
EXPANDED EDITIONEXPANDED EDITION

HARD COVERHARD COVER

WRITER | MARINAOMI WRITER | MARINAOMI 
ARTIST | MARINAOMI ARTIST | MARINAOMI 

COVER ARTIST | MARINAOMI COVER ARTIST | MARINAOMI 
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The year is 1995. Fresh out of a long-The year is 1995. Fresh out of a long-
term relationship, twenty-two-year-old term relationship, twenty-two-year-old 
Mari Naomi finds herself amidst a flurry Mari Naomi finds herself amidst a flurry 
of major life changes. Newly immersed of major life changes. Newly immersed 
in the pan-Asian diaspora of San Jose, in the pan-Asian diaspora of San Jose, 
California, half-Japanese Mari searches California, half-Japanese Mari searches 
for connections to a culture that has so far eluded her. It doesn’t take long for Mari to find for connections to a culture that has so far eluded her. It doesn’t take long for Mari to find 
new love and a new job--at a hostess bar for Japanese expats--in a bid to learn the language new love and a new job--at a hostess bar for Japanese expats--in a bid to learn the language 
and culture. Turning Japanese follows Mari from Northern California to Tokyo, Japan, as she and culture. Turning Japanese follows Mari from Northern California to Tokyo, Japan, as she 
tries to get by in an unfamiliar city with rudimentary language skills--all in the hopes of finally tries to get by in an unfamiliar city with rudimentary language skills--all in the hopes of finally 
connecting with her Japanese relatives without the use of her mother as a translator. Turning connecting with her Japanese relatives without the use of her mother as a translator. Turning 
Japanese: Expanded Edition includes new story pages that bring fresh insight and a new res-Japanese: Expanded Edition includes new story pages that bring fresh insight and a new res-
olution to this classic comics memoir of our times.olution to this classic comics memoir of our times.
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XINO #1XINO #1
WRITER | MELISSA FLORES, CHRIS CONDON, PHIL HESTER, AND JORDAN THOMASWRITER | MELISSA FLORES, CHRIS CONDON, PHIL HESTER, AND JORDAN THOMAS

ARTIST | DANIEL IRIZARRIARTIST | DANIEL IRIZARRI
COVER A & F | MATT  LESNIEWSKICOVER A & F | MATT  LESNIEWSKI
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Because the future is getting weirder ev-Because the future is getting weirder ev-
eryday, we give you XINO #001—the first eryday, we give you XINO #001—the first 
of three 40-PAGE intra-ocular lozenges of three 40-PAGE intra-ocular lozenges 
of subversive, surrealist science-fiction of subversive, surrealist science-fiction 
to cure your awful awareness of it all. to cure your awful awareness of it all. 
Try not to worry—the insertion process Try not to worry—the insertion process 
will be guided by the megawatt bril-will be guided by the megawatt bril-
liance of Oni’s brightest talents (past, liance of Oni’s brightest talents (past, 
present, and future) as they slowly tune present, and future) as they slowly tune 
your hopes, dreams, desires, paranoia, your hopes, dreams, desires, paranoia, 
alienation, anxiety, and adrenaline to alienation, anxiety, and adrenaline to 
produce the desired results. In our first produce the desired results. In our first 
exploratory outing: Rising stars Melissa exploratory outing: Rising stars Melissa 
Flores (The Dead Lucky, Mighty Morphin Flores (The Dead Lucky, Mighty Morphin 

COVER E 1:10COVER E 1:10

COVER DCOVER D

COVER CCOVER C

COVER G 1:20COVER G 1:20

COVER BCOVER B

COVER F 1:15COVER F 1:15

COVER ACOVER A

Power Rangers) & Daniel Irizarri (Judge Dredd) surgically activate the Power Rangers) & Daniel Irizarri (Judge Dredd) surgically activate the 
hidden dimensions of the human senses; cult phenoms Christopher hidden dimensions of the human senses; cult phenoms Christopher 
Condon (That Texas Blood) and Nick Cagnetti (Pink Lemonade) debut Condon (That Texas Blood) and Nick Cagnetti (Pink Lemonade) debut 
the world’s first intravenous video game system; Underground radicals the world’s first intravenous video game system; Underground radicals 
Jordan Thomas (Weird Work) and Shaky Kane (Bulletproof Coffin) sur-Jordan Thomas (Weird Work) and Shaky Kane (Bulletproof Coffin) sur-
veil the suburbs for signs of covert infiltration, and master cartoonist veil the suburbs for signs of covert infiltration, and master cartoonist 
and foundational Oni creator Phil Hester (Gotham City: Year One, The and foundational Oni creator Phil Hester (Gotham City: Year One, The 

Coffin) returns to the fold to leave his deepest mark yet!Coffin) returns to the fold to leave his deepest mark yet!

Order 5 or more copies of XINO #1 (cvs A – D any comb) to qualify to have your order fully returnable.Order 5 or more copies of XINO #1 (cvs A – D any comb) to qualify to have your order fully returnable.
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BANSHEES #3BANSHEES #3
WRITER | DAVE DWONCH AND JESSICA BALBONI WRITER | DAVE DWONCH AND JESSICA BALBONI 
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Emily has drawn the serial killer, The Lion, out of “retirement” with disastrous results. Now, she must Emily has drawn the serial killer, The Lion, out of “retirement” with disastrous results. Now, she must 
adjust to her afterlife—trapped in her dormitory for eternity with The Lion’s other victims. More secrets adjust to her afterlife—trapped in her dormitory for eternity with The Lion’s other victims. More secrets 
are revealed as her roommate Abbey picks up where Emily left off, drawing the killer ever closer to are revealed as her roommate Abbey picks up where Emily left off, drawing the killer ever closer to 
their next victim. their next victim. 

BY THE HORNS:BY THE HORNS:
DARK EARTH #10DARK EARTH #10

WRITER | MARKISAN NASO WRITER | MARKISAN NASO 
ARTIST | JASON MUHRARTIST | JASON MUHR
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Elodie and her friends finally know the location of pure magic, but getting to it is no easy task. Not Elodie and her friends finally know the location of pure magic, but getting to it is no easy task. Not 
when it’s located deep in an underwater cave haunted by sea wraiths.when it’s located deep in an underwater cave haunted by sea wraiths.
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DEATH DROP DRAG ASSASSIN #1DEATH DROP DRAG ASSASSIN #1
WRITER | DAVID HAZANWRITER | DAVID HAZAN
ARTIST | ALEX MOOREARTIST | ALEX MOORE

COVER A | ALEX MOORECOVER A | ALEX MOORE
COVER B | LIANA KANGASCOVER B | LIANA KANGAS
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COVER B 1:10COVER B 1:10

DEATH DROP, a hitman turned drag queen, enters a race against time to DEATH DROP, a hitman turned drag queen, enters a race against time to 
find her missing drag sister as a mysterious rash of killings and disap-find her missing drag sister as a mysterious rash of killings and disap-
pearances spreads across the city. With the specter of her former mentor pearances spreads across the city. With the specter of her former mentor 
haunting her every step, Death Drop must decide how far she is willing to haunting her every step, Death Drop must decide how far she is willing to 
be pulled back into a life of violence in order to protect her community in be pulled back into a life of violence in order to protect her community in 
this supernatural queer noir.this supernatural queer noir.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA

COVER ACOVER A

DUST #1DUST #1
WRITER | BRETT REGISTERWRITER | BRETT REGISTER
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Jupiter has ignited, the Earth has turned to Dust. The rich and powerful have built a utopia under-Jupiter has ignited, the Earth has turned to Dust. The rich and powerful have built a utopia under-
ground. The rest of humanity are left to die on the surface. Those below forge a life of luxury, while ground. The rest of humanity are left to die on the surface. Those below forge a life of luxury, while 
those above lead a life of poverty where only the strong survive. One of these few is a girl named, those above lead a life of poverty where only the strong survive. One of these few is a girl named, 
Keeli. Abandoned by her family and deported to the surface, Keeli grew up tough, taking to a life Keeli. Abandoned by her family and deported to the surface, Keeli grew up tough, taking to a life 
of thievery to survive. At first glance, she might look like just another dust pirate … but, what Keeli of thievery to survive. At first glance, she might look like just another dust pirate … but, what Keeli 
doesn’t know is that she’s the hero of our story. And the secret she’s about to uncover will change the doesn’t know is that she’s the hero of our story. And the secret she’s about to uncover will change the 
trajectory of the world forever.trajectory of the world forever.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA

COVER ACOVER A

COVER B 1:10COVER B 1:10
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EJUNKY #1EJUNKY #1
WRITER | NICHOLAS TANAWRITER | NICHOLAS TANA
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NONSTOP! where Scout releases a World Premiere issue followed by the entire NONSTOP! where Scout releases a World Premiere issue followed by the entire 
story a few months later in one volume. Hector Holmes, a bored, thrill-seeking story a few months later in one volume. Hector Holmes, a bored, thrill-seeking 
Experience Junky (eJunky for short), takes a dose of a new alternative reality drug Experience Junky (eJunky for short), takes a dose of a new alternative reality drug 
known as Torch which causes him to experience the memory of a train wreck that known as Torch which causes him to experience the memory of a train wreck that 
took place hundreds of years ago from the perspective of a long-deceased passen-took place hundreds of years ago from the perspective of a long-deceased passen-
ger. The dosage lands him in the hospital where he is approached by a special task ger. The dosage lands him in the hospital where he is approached by a special task 
force of the World Corporation Organization (W.C.O.) to investigate The Guardians force of the World Corporation Organization (W.C.O.) to investigate The Guardians 
of Pain, the cult behind the new drug who may also be responsible for Hector’s of Pain, the cult behind the new drug who may also be responsible for Hector’s 
brother’s untimely death.brother’s untimely death.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA
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Created by Andy Serkis and Andrew Levitas. The warring gods atone for their sins by uniting to stop the power-hungry Poseidon in this Created by Andy Serkis and Andrew Levitas. The warring gods atone for their sins by uniting to stop the power-hungry Poseidon in this 
epic finale.epic finale.
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JUNCTION JONES #3JUNCTION JONES #3
WRITER | TC PESCATOREWRITER | TC PESCATORE
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After barely escaping the disaster at Forshmak’s carnivale, Mister Nibs and Junction Jones can feel the Authorities closing in. Not only After barely escaping the disaster at Forshmak’s carnivale, Mister Nibs and Junction Jones can feel the Authorities closing in. Not only 
that, they now find themselves in possession of the most dangerous and illegal device in all reality– a Time Dislocator. Forced to travel that, they now find themselves in possession of the most dangerous and illegal device in all reality– a Time Dislocator. Forced to travel 
in the bowels under Junction Town to evade detection, their last hope to break the case comes from a mysterious text inviting them into in the bowels under Junction Town to evade detection, their last hope to break the case comes from a mysterious text inviting them into 
the back rooms of a blackhole speakeasy that shouldn’t exist. Tucked into the most dangerous alleyway in the most lethal section of the the back rooms of a blackhole speakeasy that shouldn’t exist. Tucked into the most dangerous alleyway in the most lethal section of the 
Skids, JJ and Nibs will finally come face to face with the mastermind that set all their torment into motion.Skids, JJ and Nibs will finally come face to face with the mastermind that set all their torment into motion.
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The first clash with the rebels resulted in a victory for Kitsunichi Shimitzu and Yamanouchi Karamat-The first clash with the rebels resulted in a victory for Kitsunichi Shimitzu and Yamanouchi Karamat-
suki. However, the friends’ momentary triumph will not staunch the flow of blood. The violence will suki. However, the friends’ momentary triumph will not staunch the flow of blood. The violence will 
continue, demanding the ultimate sacrifice from loyal warriors. Meanwhile, as the political situation in continue, demanding the ultimate sacrifice from loyal warriors. Meanwhile, as the political situation in 
the district becomes increasingly dangerous, Kitsunichi risks death—at the hands of his own son! the district becomes increasingly dangerous, Kitsunichi risks death—at the hands of his own son! 
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MAGICIANS RABBIT #1MAGICIANS RABBIT #1
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NONSTOP! where Scout releases a World Premiere issue followed by the entire story a few months later in one volume. In a post-apoc-NONSTOP! where Scout releases a World Premiere issue followed by the entire story a few months later in one volume. In a post-apoc-
alyptic world where humanity has embraced robotic bodies to survive, one such robot begins to doubt his thoughts are really his own. alyptic world where humanity has embraced robotic bodies to survive, one such robot begins to doubt his thoughts are really his own. 
Rabbit, robot 0045, is approached by a mysterious stranger known as the Magician, who begins an investigation toward a horrible truth Rabbit, robot 0045, is approached by a mysterious stranger known as the Magician, who begins an investigation toward a horrible truth 
that Rabbit could never have imagined. Perhaps this world is even more sinister than it seems.that Rabbit could never have imagined. Perhaps this world is even more sinister than it seems.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA

COVER ACOVER A
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CHISPA. NONSTOP. Failed security guard Grifty and his mutant monkey man sidekick Mash-CHISPA. NONSTOP. Failed security guard Grifty and his mutant monkey man sidekick Mash-
bone set up a private detective agency in a booth at a local bar. Their first case comes along bone set up a private detective agency in a booth at a local bar. Their first case comes along 
just as the owner calls in their tab. But the missing gamecock they begin to track down leads just as the owner calls in their tab. But the missing gamecock they begin to track down leads 
them into more danger than two losers can handle. them into more danger than two losers can handle. 
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MIRACLE KINGDOM #2MIRACLE KINGDOM #2
WRITER | MICHAEL DAVID MCCARTHYWRITER | MICHAEL DAVID MCCARTHY
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Winston is an angel. Digby is a cherub. Together, they are investigative partners charged with auditing prayers and sniffing out fraud-Winston is an angel. Digby is a cherub. Together, they are investigative partners charged with auditing prayers and sniffing out fraud-
ulent miracles. Welcome to the Department of Divine Intervention, where the outcome of the universe is just another regular day in the ulent miracles. Welcome to the Department of Divine Intervention, where the outcome of the universe is just another regular day in the 
office. In pursuit of disproving the dubious healing powers of a shady televangelist, Winston uncovers more anomalies than answers. office. In pursuit of disproving the dubious healing powers of a shady televangelist, Winston uncovers more anomalies than answers. 
Worse yet, the religious network that broadcasts the pastor’s TV program appears to be controlled by hidden operatives. Worse yet, the religious network that broadcasts the pastor’s TV program appears to be controlled by hidden operatives. 

MULLET COP: LICENSE TO KRILLMULLET COP: LICENSE TO KRILL
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After a near-death experience, a mall cop goes undercover as a manager at an all-you-can-eat buffet. With the help of his coworkers and After a near-death experience, a mall cop goes undercover as a manager at an all-you-can-eat buffet. With the help of his coworkers and 
a supercomputer/microwave called M.I.T.T. (Mall Industries Two Thousand), he takes on crime boss Robogrannie and her gang of thugs! a supercomputer/microwave called M.I.T.T. (Mall Industries Two Thousand), he takes on crime boss Robogrannie and her gang of thugs! 
Collecting the first Mullet Cop one-shot and Mullet Cop: Flavor of Danger one-shot of everyone’s favorite mullet wearing mall cop.Collecting the first Mullet Cop one-shot and Mullet Cop: Flavor of Danger one-shot of everyone’s favorite mullet wearing mall cop.
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OSWALD AND THE STAR-CHASER #3OSWALD AND THE STAR-CHASER #3
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King FEK will burn the revolving AXIS 3-F to the ground to get his way...and only one person has the guts to stop him–Oswald Bretters! King FEK will burn the revolving AXIS 3-F to the ground to get his way...and only one person has the guts to stop him–Oswald Bretters! 
Knight and King clash! Star-Chaser makes a daring rescue! The Devilfish swim in treacherous waters and a hero will fly again! You won’t Knight and King clash! Star-Chaser makes a daring rescue! The Devilfish swim in treacherous waters and a hero will fly again! You won’t 
want to miss the explosive midpoint of the first story arc!want to miss the explosive midpoint of the first story arc!

PARTING WAYSPARTING WAYS
WRITER | ALEX SCHERKENBACH WRITER | ALEX SCHERKENBACH 

ARTIST | GUSTAVO NOVAES ARTIST | GUSTAVO NOVAES 
COVER ARTIST | RUBÉN CUBILESCOVER ARTIST | RUBÉN CUBILES
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Gabriela is an immigrant with aspirations of achieving her own American Dream. Brandon is an army medic with his sights set on be-Gabriela is an immigrant with aspirations of achieving her own American Dream. Brandon is an army medic with his sights set on be-
coming a doctor. These two optimistic and determined souls should be the perfect match… but doubts and fate confront them at every coming a doctor. These two optimistic and determined souls should be the perfect match… but doubts and fate confront them at every 
turn. When each experiences their personal ambitions conflicting with shared dreams, will their love survive? Parting Ways is a romantic turn. When each experiences their personal ambitions conflicting with shared dreams, will their love survive? Parting Ways is a romantic 
drama that challenges expectations about young love as this unique couple navigate who they are both as individuals and as partners. drama that challenges expectations about young love as this unique couple navigate who they are both as individuals and as partners. 
Alex Scherkenbach (Bittersweet Vows and Sweet Lullaby) and Gustavo Novaes (Bittersweet Vows and Sweet Lullaby)  weave a love story Alex Scherkenbach (Bittersweet Vows and Sweet Lullaby) and Gustavo Novaes (Bittersweet Vows and Sweet Lullaby)  weave a love story 
that embraces the fantasy in the everyday and will tug at your heartstrings.that embraces the fantasy in the everyday and will tug at your heartstrings.
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THE QUARRY #1THE QUARRY #1
WRITER | MIKE SALISBURYWRITER | MIKE SALISBURY

ARTIST | MARVIN LUNAARTIST | MARVIN LUNA
COVER ARTIST | MARVIN LUNACOVER ARTIST | MARVIN LUNA

0423SC295 | 0423SC2960423SC295 | 0423SC296

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

COVER B 1:10COVER B 1:10

NONSTOP! where Scout releases a World Premiere issue followed by the entire story NONSTOP! where Scout releases a World Premiere issue followed by the entire story 
a few months later in one volume. After a recent family tragedy, a boy sets out to pur-a few months later in one volume. After a recent family tragedy, a boy sets out to pur-
chase a Christmas tree with the help of his deceased big brother’s girlfriend, Katie. chase a Christmas tree with the help of his deceased big brother’s girlfriend, Katie. 
Trying to ease his father’s mourning and hold together what’s left of the family, Katie Trying to ease his father’s mourning and hold together what’s left of the family, Katie 
and the boy attempt to reclaim a bit of the Christmas spirit and help each other deal and the boy attempt to reclaim a bit of the Christmas spirit and help each other deal 
with their profound loss. What unfolds changes them both. The Quarry is a coming-with their profound loss. What unfolds changes them both. The Quarry is a coming-
of-age story about young love and loss, set against the harsh, winter wonderland of of-age story about young love and loss, set against the harsh, winter wonderland of 
Northern Michigan.Northern Michigan.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA

COVER ACOVER A

RANGER STRANGER: SUMMER SPECIALRANGER STRANGER: SUMMER SPECIAL

WRITER | ADAM BATTAGLIA AND TYLER JENSENWRITER | ADAM BATTAGLIA AND TYLER JENSEN
ARTIST | TYLER JENSEN ARTIST | TYLER JENSEN 

COVER ARTIST | TYLER JENSEN COVER ARTIST | TYLER JENSEN 

0423SC2970423SC297

FULL COLOR | 40 PAGES | $5.99FULL COLOR | 40 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

It’s summer! Another hot, scorching, fireball of fun. At least the bluegill It’s summer! Another hot, scorching, fireball of fun. At least the bluegill 
are biting. And the ticks. And the African hornets! And the slithering, are biting. And the ticks. And the African hornets! And the slithering, 
bloodthirsty rattlesn--where were we? Oh right, summer. Fear not, be-bloodthirsty rattlesn--where were we? Oh right, summer. Fear not, be-
cause your favorite deranged wilderness guide, Ranger Garland Wood-cause your favorite deranged wilderness guide, Ranger Garland Wood-
burn, has cooked up a real humdinger of a Summer Special full of camp-burn, has cooked up a real humdinger of a Summer Special full of camp-
ing tips, water safety, and other questionable gems of nature knowledge ing tips, water safety, and other questionable gems of nature knowledge 
to learn and enjoy while the world burns all around.to learn and enjoy while the world burns all around.
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THE SARTORIAL GEEK #5THE SARTORIAL GEEK #5
WRITER | VARIOUSWRITER | VARIOUS
ARTIST | VARIOUSARTIST | VARIOUS

COVER ARTIST | GINYY DICOVER ARTIST | GINYY DI

0423SC2980423SC298

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

The Sartorial Geek magazine is all about celebrating comics. This latest issue of The Sartorial Geek magazine dives into the wide world The Sartorial Geek magazine is all about celebrating comics. This latest issue of The Sartorial Geek magazine dives into the wide world 
of digital and tabletop gaming culture. Fans of tabletop role-playing games can enjoy an interview with the lovely cosplayer and creator of digital and tabletop gaming culture. Fans of tabletop role-playing games can enjoy an interview with the lovely cosplayer and creator 
Ginny Di, as well as a discussion about how to find the right gaming group for you. This issue also explores digital fashion through a Ginny Di, as well as a discussion about how to find the right gaming group for you. This issue also explores digital fashion through a 
look at character design in The Legend of Zelda and a walk down memory lane with an early-2000s Barbie style breakdown.look at character design in The Legend of Zelda and a walk down memory lane with an early-2000s Barbie style breakdown.

SIDEQUEST #1SIDEQUEST #1
WRITER | GRANT STOYEWRITER | GRANT STOYE

ARTIST | ALAIRE RACICOT & TANYA ROBERTSARTIST | ALAIRE RACICOT & TANYA ROBERTS
COVER ARTIST | JOE BORCADOCOVER ARTIST | JOE BORCADO

COVER B | ALAIRE RACICOTCOVER B | ALAIRE RACICOT

0423SC299 | 0423SC3000423SC299 | 0423SC300

FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

Weird things are happening in the countryside of Tol Kestra when the moon is out! This looks like a Weird things are happening in the countryside of Tol Kestra when the moon is out! This looks like a 
gig for D’arik and his merry band. That is, if they can just get out of their own way. Fisticuffs, Illicit gig for D’arik and his merry band. That is, if they can just get out of their own way. Fisticuffs, Illicit 
Gambling, Questionable Parenting, and Drunken Pub Songs -SideQuest’s action-packed first issue Gambling, Questionable Parenting, and Drunken Pub Songs -SideQuest’s action-packed first issue 
has it all! Plus, it contains a backup story featuring a day in the life of a spoiled lil’ rich turtle! Written has it all! Plus, it contains a backup story featuring a day in the life of a spoiled lil’ rich turtle! Written 
by Ringo-nominated creator Grant Stoye with linework by rising star Alaire Racicot.by Ringo-nominated creator Grant Stoye with linework by rising star Alaire Racicot.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA

COVER ACOVER A COVER B 1:10COVER B 1:10
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SMOKETOWNSMOKETOWN
REMASTEREDREMASTERED

WRITER | PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON WRITER | PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON 
ARTIST | SCOTT VAN DOMELEN ARTIST | SCOTT VAN DOMELEN 

COVER ARTIST | SCOTT VAN DOMELEN COVER ARTIST | SCOTT VAN DOMELEN 

0423SC3010423SC301

FULL COLOR | 200 PAGES | $24.99FULL COLOR | 200 PAGES | $24.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

From Eisner-Award nominated writer Phillip Kennedy Johnson (Superman, From Eisner-Award nominated writer Phillip Kennedy Johnson (Superman, 
Captain America, Alien) and artist Scott Van Domelen comes this interconnect-Captain America, Alien) and artist Scott Van Domelen comes this interconnect-
ing series of chapters in the tradition of David Lapham’s Stray Bullets, Bru-ing series of chapters in the tradition of David Lapham’s Stray Bullets, Bru-
baker/Phillips’ Criminal, and Pulp Fiction. After returning from Afghanistan, an baker/Phillips’ Criminal, and Pulp Fiction. After returning from Afghanistan, an 

SNOW WHITE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE #4SNOW WHITE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE #4

WRITER | BRENTON LENGELWRITER | BRENTON LENGEL
ARTIST | LUANA VECCHIO ARTIST | LUANA VECCHIO 

COVER ARTIST | DON AGUILLO  COVER ARTIST | DON AGUILLO  

0423SC3020423SC302

FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

Driven from their woodland camp, Snow White, Prince Charming, and Rapunzel are hurled out-of-the-frying-pan and into the fire. With the Driven from their woodland camp, Snow White, Prince Charming, and Rapunzel are hurled out-of-the-frying-pan and into the fire. With the 
undead wolf pack hot on their heels, our heroes are forced to take their new enemy-turned-friend The Woodsman at his word. Together, undead wolf pack hot on their heels, our heroes are forced to take their new enemy-turned-friend The Woodsman at his word. Together, 
they seek cover in a foreboding cabin in the woods—which is filled with creepy, occult artifacts... Aaaand is built entirely of gingerbread! they seek cover in a foreboding cabin in the woods—which is filled with creepy, occult artifacts... Aaaand is built entirely of gingerbread! 
But all is not as it seems behind this confectionery barricade—and The Woodsman is hiding a terrifying secret. But all is not as it seems behind this confectionery barricade—and The Woodsman is hiding a terrifying secret. 

American soldier struggling with PTSD tries to fit back into his old life. Instead, he and his family are pulled into the violent, criminal side American soldier struggling with PTSD tries to fit back into his old life. Instead, he and his family are pulled into the violent, criminal side 
of the seemingly quiet steel mill town the locals call “Smoketown.” Collects the complete eight issue series. of the seemingly quiet steel mill town the locals call “Smoketown.” Collects the complete eight issue series. 
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TALYN SEED OF DARKNESS #1TALYN SEED OF DARKNESS #1
WRITER | CASPIAN DRAKE & GEOFFREY RICKETTWRITER | CASPIAN DRAKE & GEOFFREY RICKETT

ARTIST | BANISHED SHADOWARTIST | BANISHED SHADOW
COVER A | BANISHED SHADOWCOVER A | BANISHED SHADOW

COVER B | ABIGAIL LARSONCOVER B | ABIGAIL LARSON

0423SC303 | 0423SC3040423SC303 | 0423SC304

FULL COLOR | 40 PAGES | $5.99FULL COLOR | 40 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

COVER B 1:10COVER B 1:10

NONSTOP! where Scout releases a World Premiere issue followed by the entire NONSTOP! where Scout releases a World Premiere issue followed by the entire 
story a few months later in one volume. Rulers Vlad Vorden & Amelia are bent story a few months later in one volume. Rulers Vlad Vorden & Amelia are bent 
on exterminating the witches whom they blame for spreading the bubonic on exterminating the witches whom they blame for spreading the bubonic 
plague known as The Black Death. They pursue the witch queen, Aradia, the last plague known as The Black Death. They pursue the witch queen, Aradia, the last 
survivor. While seeking refuge, Aradia buries a bloody Seed of Darkness, a seed survivor. While seeking refuge, Aradia buries a bloody Seed of Darkness, a seed 
harnessing the power of the first true magic, the Ars Magica. Meanwhile…Talyn harnessing the power of the first true magic, the Ars Magica. Meanwhile…Talyn 
mourns the mysterious abduction of her sister at the hands of an unknown mourns the mysterious abduction of her sister at the hands of an unknown 
ghostly dark entity.ghostly dark entity.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA

COVER ACOVER A

THANKS! ROMINA #1THANKS! ROMINA #1
WRITER | GIULIE SPEZIANIWRITER | GIULIE SPEZIANI

ARTIST | S.E. CASEARTIST | S.E. CASE
COVER ARTIST | S.E. CASECOVER ARTIST | S.E. CASE

COVER B | JARED SAMSCOVER B | JARED SAMS

0423SC305 | 0423SC3060423SC305 | 0423SC306

FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

CHISPA. After an unpaid internship upon graduating from college, young Latina Romina starts a job as CHISPA. After an unpaid internship upon graduating from college, young Latina Romina starts a job as 
an account coordinator at Lockroy Post, a television post-production house. But her first day feels like an account coordinator at Lockroy Post, a television post-production house. But her first day feels like 
an unmitigated disaster. Romina has no office yet, the team is dealing with server issues and pushed an unmitigated disaster. Romina has no office yet, the team is dealing with server issues and pushed 
deadlines, yet Clay—the coworker who is supposed to show her the ropes—keeps foisting paperwork deadlines, yet Clay—the coworker who is supposed to show her the ropes—keeps foisting paperwork 
on her rather than letting her help. On a phone call, her sister and father insist she should abandon on her rather than letting her help. On a phone call, her sister and father insist she should abandon 
ship and pursue a Masters. But Romina decides to stay and prove herself no matter what.ship and pursue a Masters. But Romina decides to stay and prove herself no matter what.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA

COVER ACOVER A

COVER B 1:10COVER B 1:10
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TRANCE #1TRANCE #1
SPECIAL PRIDE EDITIONSPECIAL PRIDE EDITION

WRITER | JOEY CAPUANAWRITER | JOEY CAPUANA
ARTIST | PABLO MORENO COLLARARTIST | PABLO MORENO COLLAR

COVER ARTIST | PABLO MORENO COLLARCOVER ARTIST | PABLO MORENO COLLAR

0423SC3070423SC307

FULL COLOR | 56 PAGES | $9.99FULL COLOR | 56 PAGES | $9.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

Special PRIDE edition one-shot. Welcome to Trance Nightclub, a queer hotspot Special PRIDE edition one-shot. Welcome to Trance Nightclub, a queer hotspot 
beloved for heavy pours, sexy gogo dancers, and drag shows that change your beloved for heavy pours, sexy gogo dancers, and drag shows that change your 
whole life. Trance’s patrons don’t suspect that their favorite gay watering hole is whole life. Trance’s patrons don’t suspect that their favorite gay watering hole is 

THE TRAVELERTHE TRAVELER''S GUIDE TO FLOGORIA #1S GUIDE TO FLOGORIA #1

WRITER | SAM MOOREWRITER | SAM MOORE
ARTIST | SAM MOOREARTIST | SAM MOORE

COVER ARTIST | SAM MOORECOVER ARTIST | SAM MOORE

0423SC308 | 0423SC3090423SC308 | 0423SC309

FULL COLOR | 40 PAGES | $5.99FULL COLOR | 40 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

After a freak work accident involving a fishing boat, a supposedly non-existent sea creature, and an interdimensional gateway, anxi-After a freak work accident involving a fishing boat, a supposedly non-existent sea creature, and an interdimensional gateway, anxi-
ety-addled Harry Blandford finds himself stranded on the far-off world of Flogoria. Can he survive long enough to find a way back home? ety-addled Harry Blandford finds himself stranded on the far-off world of Flogoria. Can he survive long enough to find a way back home? 
Flogoria shocks Harry out of his comfort zone. He can no longer just blend in with the crowd. He’s exotic, a weirdo, an actual alien! The Flogoria shocks Harry out of his comfort zone. He can no longer just blend in with the crowd. He’s exotic, a weirdo, an actual alien! The 
people he interacts with aren’t just passing acquaintances. His foes are trying to hunt him down, and his allies see him as their only people he interacts with aren’t just passing acquaintances. His foes are trying to hunt him down, and his allies see him as their only 
hope. Whether they’re friends or enemies, Harry has become a key part of their lives. Flogoria forces Harry to learn new skills, meet new hope. Whether they’re friends or enemies, Harry has become a key part of their lives. Flogoria forces Harry to learn new skills, meet new 
people, and test himself like never before. Maybe an unexpected adventure on an alien world is just what Harry needs to fulfill his true people, and test himself like never before. Maybe an unexpected adventure on an alien world is just what Harry needs to fulfill his true 
potential.potential.

Eligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRAEligible to order 1 free copy for every 10 of CVRA

COVER A
COVER A COVER B 1:10

COVER B 1:10

run by a coven of witches!  When a serial killer stalks the LGBTQIA+ community, these partying witches must get deadly serious, finding run by a coven of witches!  When a serial killer stalks the LGBTQIA+ community, these partying witches must get deadly serious, finding 
themselves unlikely detectives in a twisted supernatural mystery. They must clash with local police and witch law enforcement alike, and themselves unlikely detectives in a twisted supernatural mystery. They must clash with local police and witch law enforcement alike, and 
face off against powerful Satanic forces, all to protect their chosen family. Mature Audiences.face off against powerful Satanic forces, all to protect their chosen family. Mature Audiences.
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THE WEST MOON CHRONICLETHE WEST MOON CHRONICLE
WRITER | FRANK JUN KIM  WRITER | FRANK JUN KIM  
ARTIST | JOE BOCARDO ARTIST | JOE BOCARDO 

COVER ARTIST | JOE BOCARDO COVER ARTIST | JOE BOCARDO 

0423SC3100423SC310

FULL COLOR | 88 PAGES | $12.99FULL COLOR | 88 PAGES | $12.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

The elusive creatures of mud and blood The elusive creatures of mud and blood 
known as the dokkaebi live just off of Route 4 known as the dokkaebi live just off of Route 4 
in east Texas, in the ancient pine forest known in east Texas, in the ancient pine forest known 
as the Tanglechase. Joon-Ho, a Korean immi-as the Tanglechase. Joon-Ho, a Korean immi-
grant with a shadowy past, and his estranged grant with a shadowy past, and his estranged 
grandson Jae-Sun are the only people in the grandson Jae-Sun are the only people in the 
nearby town of Vane who know the true na-nearby town of Vane who know the true na-
ture of the dokkaebi. Together, they must fig-ture of the dokkaebi. Together, they must fig-
ure out what’s causing the creatures to turn ure out what’s causing the creatures to turn 
hostile. Perhaps it has something to do with hostile. Perhaps it has something to do with 
the interdimensional portal at the heart of the the interdimensional portal at the heart of the 
Tanglechase, for it is from here that the past Tanglechase, for it is from here that the past 
comes knocking, demanding a reckoning comes knocking, demanding a reckoning 
from both men. Collecting all three issues.from both men. Collecting all three issues.
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MIDNIGHT SKY COMIC TAGSMIDNIGHT SKY COMIC TAGS

1 COPY - 1 COPY - 0423SC3130423SC313 - $6.99 - $6.99

5 COPIES - 5 COPIES - 0423SC3150423SC315 - $29.99 - $29.99

10 COPIES - 10 COPIES - 0423SC3140423SC314 - $54.99 - $54.99

IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023 -  FOC DATE | 5/7/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023 -  FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

SNATCHED COMIC TAGSSNATCHED COMIC TAGS

1 COPY - 0423SC319 - $6.991 COPY - 0423SC319 - $6.99

5 COPIES - 0423SC321 - $29.995 COPIES - 0423SC321 - $29.99

10 COPIES - 0423SC320 - $54.9910 COPIES - 0423SC320 - $54.99

TART COMIC TAGSTART COMIC TAGS

1 COPY - 0423SC322 - $6.991 COPY - 0423SC322 - $6.99

5 COPIES - 0423SC324 - $29.995 COPIES - 0423SC324 - $29.99

10 COPIES - 0423SC323 - $54.9910 COPIES - 0423SC323 - $54.99

Own a piece of the tool that helped make some of your favorite Scout Comics! Presswork printer plates are 12 mm aluminum pages that Own a piece of the tool that helped make some of your favorite Scout Comics! Presswork printer plates are 12 mm aluminum pages that 
are used to print comics and trade paperbacks via offset printing.  There is a total of 4 different plates. Black, Yellow, Magenta (Pink) and are used to print comics and trade paperbacks via offset printing.  There is a total of 4 different plates. Black, Yellow, Magenta (Pink) and 
Cyan (Blue). These collectibles are found in sealed envelopes of a random page from these great titles, and included is a sticker giving Cyan (Blue). These collectibles are found in sealed envelopes of a random page from these great titles, and included is a sticker giving 
the title, print run and date printed. Random plates may be signed by a creator or two! Allocations may apply.the title, print run and date printed. Random plates may be signed by a creator or two! Allocations may apply.

0423SC3160423SC316

$49.99$49.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023

FOC DATE | 5/7/2023FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

0423SC3170423SC317

$49.99$49.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023

FOC DATE | 5/7/2023FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

0423SC3180423SC318

$49.99$49.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

FOC DATE | 5/14/2023FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023 -  FOC DATE | 5/7/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023 -  FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023 -  FOC DATE | 5/7/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023 -  FOC DATE | 5/7/2023
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LSBNLSBN
WRITER | EMMA JAYNEWRITER | EMMA JAYNE

ARTIST | EMMA JAYNE WITH COLORS BY SLOANE LEONGARTIST | EMMA JAYNE WITH COLORS BY SLOANE LEONG
COVER ARTIST | EMMA JAYNE WITH COLORS BY SLOANE LEONGCOVER ARTIST | EMMA JAYNE WITH COLORS BY SLOANE LEONG

0423SP3250423SP325

FULL COLOR | 80 PAGES | $14.99FULL COLOR | 80 PAGES | $14.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

A lesbian mech rom-com graphic novel by Ignatz and Prism A lesbian mech rom-com graphic novel by Ignatz and Prism 
Award-winning cartoonist Emma Jayne! After many grueling years of Award-winning cartoonist Emma Jayne! After many grueling years of 
defending against colossal, violent creatures, the machine that will defending against colossal, violent creatures, the machine that will 
turn the conflict in humanity’s favor is nearing completion...until the turn the conflict in humanity’s favor is nearing completion...until the 

war unexpectedly comes to a sudden, peaceful resolution. The world rejoices. However, two women fall into crisis as their life’s work be-war unexpectedly comes to a sudden, peaceful resolution. The world rejoices. However, two women fall into crisis as their life’s work be-
comes obsolete. Commander Sugimoto and her lead engineer Mischa Polyakov have spent nearly every waking moment together since comes obsolete. Commander Sugimoto and her lead engineer Mischa Polyakov have spent nearly every waking moment together since 
the project’s inception, but without the pretense of their careers and world-ending calamity, do they have a reason to stay in one anoth-the project’s inception, but without the pretense of their careers and world-ending calamity, do they have a reason to stay in one anoth-
er’s lives? Recommended for mature readers.er’s lives? Recommended for mature readers.

PROKARYOTE SEASONPROKARYOTE SEASON
WRITER | LEO FOXWRITER | LEO FOX
ARTIST | LEO FOXARTIST | LEO FOX

COVER ARTIST | LEO FOXCOVER ARTIST | LEO FOX

0423SP3260423SP326

B&W | 168 PAGES | $24.99B&W | 168 PAGES | $24.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

“A single-celled organism doesn’t toil. It doesn’t stare at the ceiling and “A single-celled organism doesn’t toil. It doesn’t stare at the ceiling and 
cry. It doesn’t have ill-fitting clothes. It doesn’t do anything, that’s the cry. It doesn’t have ill-fitting clothes. It doesn’t do anything, that’s the 
whole point. It just is.” Sydney and Laurelie are best friends searching for whole point. It just is.” Sydney and Laurelie are best friends searching for 
the contentment of oblivion. Failing that, they’d like to be adored. Laurelie, the contentment of oblivion. Failing that, they’d like to be adored. Laurelie, 
by their caustic boyfriend Trip, and Sydney by Laurelie. On a typical night by their caustic boyfriend Trip, and Sydney by Laurelie. On a typical night 
partying in the woods, Sydney grows frustrated with their unrequited obsession for Laurelie, and asks for a wish to be granted by the partying in the woods, Sydney grows frustrated with their unrequited obsession for Laurelie, and asks for a wish to be granted by the 
curious cosmic creature Starman. Not only will Laurelie love Sydney, but Laurelie will be dependent on them — will need to be saved by curious cosmic creature Starman. Not only will Laurelie love Sydney, but Laurelie will be dependent on them — will need to be saved by 
them. When the wish becomes deadly serious, Sydney and Trip will be forced to figure out how to save Laurelie for real, or risk losing them. When the wish becomes deadly serious, Sydney and Trip will be forced to figure out how to save Laurelie for real, or risk losing 
the person most important to them both. A beautifully illustrated graphic novel about sickness, ennui, romance, and finding meaning in the person most important to them both. A beautifully illustrated graphic novel about sickness, ennui, romance, and finding meaning in 
one’s own self. Presented with foil-accented cover.one’s own self. Presented with foil-accented cover.
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Don’t miss this finale! Erica Cord wasn’t expecting 
mystical worlds and monsters when she came to the 
Totem forest to look for the Deep Dark. But now, not 
only are they a part of her reality, she has to accept 

the fact that she is also one of them. And her only way 
out of this hell is to trust the very man that put her in 

this situation. But before she can even consider that, 
she has to face an unwelcome guest...

$24.99 FULL COLOR SOFTCOVER

128 PAGES MATURE 8.5” X 8.5”

WRITTEN BY: DAVID SUNDRA
art BY: DAVID SUNDRA

COVER Art BY:  DAVID SUNDRA

HORROR

NEW MOVIE COMING
FROM LIONSGATE ™

HOPE VOL 2 #2

WRITTEN BY: Dirk Manning
ART BY:  sally scott
COVER ART BY: sally scott

$4.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”

Miss Zero Chill. Codebreaker. Lady Tokyo.
Wylde Flower. Maiden Hell. Mr. Metal. Painkiller. 

These are the Ultras who work for The Final Boss, and 
they’re coming for Hope. Meet the villains. Things only 
get worse for our hero from here…

ACTION/ ADVENTURE SUPERHEROES

SUPERHEROES

DEEP DARK #4

WRITTEN BY:  KEVIN MINOR,  MATTHEW MINOR
art BY: JAKE MINOR

COVER Art BY:  JAKE MINOR

ADVENTURE

NO REST FOR THE WICKED: DEAD MAN’S HAND SPECIAL EDITION

Now a major live action film from Lionsgate! 

No Rest for the Wicked is back in this Special Edition featuring  never-before-seen bonus content!
A mysterious cowboy named Reno shows up in the booming silver mining town of Crooked Creek. A card game goes 
about as badly as it can and Reno runs afoul of the local powers-that-be. Rescued from death in the desert by a  local 
native tribe,  for their own purposes, Reno is sent on a mission of vengeance as more than a man, but less than human.

FANTASY

0423SO334

0423SO341

0423SO337
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Don’t miss this finale! Erica Cord wasn’t expecting 
mystical worlds and monsters when she came to the 
Totem forest to look for the Deep Dark. But now, not 
only are they a part of her reality, she has to accept 

the fact that she is also one of them. And her only way 
out of this hell is to trust the very man that put her in 

this situation. But before she can even consider that, 
she has to face an unwelcome guest...
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In the shadow of the Bamiyan cliffs, our hero 
faces the ultimate test in his final showdown 
with the Jeyshullah artifact thieves. 

Will Professor Mortara rescue King Solomon’s 
legendary table? And will his mysterious 
benefactor really take away Ben’s greatest 
discovery?

Follow Molang and Piu Piu, two best friends, as they head out on adventures and find themselves in 
hilarious situations. No matter what problems they face, friendship prevails, and they continue spreading love 
and positivity everywhere they go. Molang and Piu Piu’s friendship carries them through each season of the 
year as they find themselves in unexpected situations, such as being stranded on an island and coming
face-to-face with a yeti! In every situation compassion, respect, and a lot of heart win out, and new friends 
are made along the way.

Staying true to the format of the animated series, this graphic novel features non-verbal comic stories by 
Joshua Werner and Thom Zahler, filling every page with situational humor and friendship. Additional bonus 
content includes mazes and seek-and-finds!

BEN MORTARA #4

MOLANG: FUN AND FRIENDS

$4.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 PAGES ALL AGES 6.625” X 10.1875”

$12.99 FULL COLOR SOFTCOVER

88 PAGES ALL AGES 6” X 9” We create worlds.     www.SOURCEPOINTPRESS.com

CONTINUATION OF THE HIT
ANIMATED SHOW FEATURED ON 

NETFLIX ™ AND DISNEY JR™

WRITTEN BY: ARNON Z. SHORR
art BY: KAT BAUMANN
COVER Art BY: OLIVIA ROCK

WRITTEN BY: JOSHUA WERNER
art BY: THOM ZAHLER
COVER Art BY: JOSHUA WERNER

ACTION /ADVENTURE

ADVENTURE

ALL AGES!
COMEDY
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In the shadow of the Bamiyan cliffs, our hero 
faces the ultimate test in his final showdown 
with the Jeyshullah artifact thieves. 

Will Professor Mortara rescue King Solomon’s 
legendary table? And will his mysterious 
benefactor really take away Ben’s greatest 
discovery?

Follow Molang and Piu Piu, two best friends, as they head out on adventures and find themselves in 
hilarious situations. No matter what problems they face, friendship prevails, and they continue spreading love 
and positivity everywhere they go. Molang and Piu Piu’s friendship carries them through each season of the 
year as they find themselves in unexpected situations, such as being stranded on an island and coming
face-to-face with a yeti! In every situation compassion, respect, and a lot of heart win out, and new friends 
are made along the way.

Staying true to the format of the animated series, this graphic novel features non-verbal comic stories by 
Joshua Werner and Thom Zahler, filling every page with situational humor and friendship. Additional bonus 
content includes mazes and seek-and-finds!

BEN MORTARA #4

MOLANG: FUN AND FRIENDS

$4.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 PAGES ALL AGES 6.625” X 10.1875”

$12.99 FULL COLOR SOFTCOVER

88 PAGES ALL AGES 6” X 9” We create worlds.     www.SOURCEPOINTPRESS.com

CONTINUATION OF THE HIT
ANIMATED SHOW FEATURED ON 

NETFLIX ™ AND DISNEY JR™

WRITTEN BY: ARNON Z. SHORR
art BY: KAT BAUMANN
COVER Art BY: OLIVIA ROCK

WRITTEN BY: JOSHUA WERNER
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COVER Art BY: JOSHUA WERNER
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HEADS UP!
hot SERIES!

HOT TITLE!

SOURCE POINT PRESS

THE CURSE OF CLEAVER COUNTY #4

WRITTEN BY: Garrett Gunn
ART BY: Kit Wallis

COVER  A ART BY: Kit Wallis
COVER  B  ART BY: RYAN G. BROWNE

COVER  C  ART BY: SVETA SHUBINA
lettered  BY: Dave lentz

www.SOURCEPOINTPRESS.com     We create worlds. 

$4.99 full color SADDLESTITCH

32 pages MATURE 6.625” x 10.1875”

HORROR      COMEDY

$9.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

16 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”

WRITTEN BY: GARRETT GUNN,
ART BY: KIT WALLIS

COVER A ART BY: KIT WALLIS
COVER B ART BY: SVETA SHUBINA

ACTION

BAD GIRL PREMIUM ASHCAN

FRANKLIN AND GHOST #3

WRITTEN BY: GARRETT GUNN
ART BY:  nic touris
COVER A ART BY: kit wallis
COVER B ART BY: CHRIS WILLIAMS

COMEDY        ACTION            SCI-FI 

From the pages of Good Boy, Bad 
Girl follows an excommunicated 

mercenary who is pulled back 
into service for one reason: 

kill Flint Sparx.

COMEDY

$4.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”

Having temporarily escaped the 
relentless pursuit of Defilion’s 
Retrieval Bots, Franklin
and Ghost are escorted by Delilah 
to a safe house nearby. However, 
Delilah wants answers, and she’s 
willing to do anything necessary to 
get them. Even if she’s gotta pry
them out of their heads!

ANIMATED TV
SHOW IN THE WORKS!

SOURCE POINT PRESS

COVER A - 0423SO327

1:10 RATIO VARIANT COVER C - 0423SO333

The secret to Port Harlow’s curse lives in the mind of Jason 
Keller; a lobotomized patient at the New Bethlehem Center 
for Spiritual Restoration. Jenny and her crew pay Keller a 

visit with hopes that he can remember vital information that 
will save her and her family’s lives.
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THE CURSE OF CLEAVER COUNTY #4

WRITTEN BY: Garrett Gunn
ART BY: Kit Wallis

COVER  A ART BY: Kit Wallis
COVER  B  ART BY: RYAN G. BROWNE

COVER  C  ART BY: SVETA SHUBINA
lettered  BY: Dave lentz

www.SOURCEPOINTPRESS.com     We create worlds. 

$4.99 full color SADDLESTITCH

32 pages MATURE 6.625” x 10.1875”

HORROR      COMEDY

$9.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

16 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”

WRITTEN BY: GARRETT GUNN,
ART BY: KIT WALLIS

COVER A ART BY: KIT WALLIS
COVER B ART BY: SVETA SHUBINA

ACTION

BAD GIRL PREMIUM ASHCAN

FRANKLIN AND GHOST #3

WRITTEN BY: GARRETT GUNN
ART BY:  nic touris
COVER A ART BY: kit wallis
COVER B ART BY: CHRIS WILLIAMS

COMEDY        ACTION            SCI-FI 

From the pages of Good Boy, Bad 
Girl follows an excommunicated 

mercenary who is pulled back 
into service for one reason: 

kill Flint Sparx.

COMEDY

$4.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”

Having temporarily escaped the 
relentless pursuit of Defilion’s 
Retrieval Bots, Franklin
and Ghost are escorted by Delilah 
to a safe house nearby. However, 
Delilah wants answers, and she’s 
willing to do anything necessary to 
get them. Even if she’s gotta pry
them out of their heads!

ANIMATED TV
SHOW IN THE WORKS!

SOURCE POINT PRESS

COVER A - 0423SO327

1:10 RATIO VARIANT COVER C - 0423SO333

The secret to Port Harlow’s curse lives in the mind of Jason 
Keller; a lobotomized patient at the New Bethlehem Center 
for Spiritual Restoration. Jenny and her crew pay Keller a 

visit with hopes that he can remember vital information that 
will save her and her family’s lives.
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$3.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”
We create worlds.     www.SOURCEPOINTPRESS.com

HOT 1ST 
ISSUE!

ZOMBICIDE: DAY ONE #1

The dead are returning to life to 
devour the living! In an instant the
world was plunged into chaos. No one 
could have predicted it. No one except 
Ned. They thought he was crazy, but 
now he’s vindicated. He has a safe 
shelter, fully stocked with everything 
he needs to survive and just waiting to 
welcome him and his group of friends. 
That is, if they can even reach it. 
There’s a city full of zombies to cross. 
Ammo is scarce, supplies too. They 
must move slowly andsilently to avoid 
notice. But when the horde catches on, 
they’ll have to strike fast and hard if 
they hope to survive!

WRITTEN BY: LUCA ENOCH, 
STEFANO VIETTI
ART BY: ALESSIO MORONI, MARCO ITRI
COVER A ART BY: LUCA BULGHERONI
COVER B ART BY:
GIANCAROLO OLIVARES, 
TAREK MOUTRAN

COVER A

SOURCE POINT PRESS

HORROR        action/adventure

THE HIT GAME
COMES TO COMICS!

We create worlds.     www.SOURCEPOINTPRESS.com

SOURCE POINT PRESS

MURDER BY MAIL #1

WRITTEN and created BY: JOSHUA WERNER
ART BY: JOSHUA WERNER
COVER ART BY: JOSHUA WERNER

$4.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 pages MATURE 6.625” x 10.1875”

$19.99 FULL COLOR SOFTCOVER

108 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”

WRITTEN BY: DIRK MANNING, TWIZTID
ART BY: Marianna Pescosta, Alessandro de Fornasari
COVER ART BY:  Marianna Pescosta

HORROR

TWIZTID: CURSE OF THE GREEN BOOK  
VOLUME 2 

BLAZE: YA DEAD HOMIE ONESHOT

WRITTEN BY: Rob Humphrey
ART BY:  Austin McKinley
COVER ART BY: Austin McKinley

Supernatural shenanigans continue in this second volume of 
the four-time Ringo Award nominated series! 

Lured to New Orleans under false pretenses, 
 Jamie, Paul, and Felicia find themselves drawn 

into a battle between the King and Queen of Voodoo 
forpossession of an arcane tome that can 

destroy the world as we know it!

COMEDY

$4.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”

Exhumed from the world of TWIZTID HAUNTED HIGH-
ONS – this definitive BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE origin story 
cannot be missed!

Buried and forgotten for eleven years after being 
brutally gunned down in the streets, Blaze is awakened 
from his cold slumber and sets out on a path of re-
venge! Returning to his old neighborhood, he learns that 
the only thing that changes in the streets is the date,
and that when you’re already dead, you may not have 
anything to lose.

SOURCE POINT PRESS

INTERACTIVE
MYSTERY

                                                 COVER A - 0423SO339
You’re a Private Investigator working for Illicit Investigations, Inc. in 
Cleaver County, and your first client just brought you a case you’ll never 
forget… In Murder By Mail, a fully interactive role-playing experience, you 
are presented with evidence from an unsolved murder case, and through 
the favors you call in, the interviews you conduct, and your own wits and 
attention to detail, you can discover the identity of the killer and put the 
case to rest. 

Annie Donovan’s father has been brutally murdered in a hit-and-run, 
mere months after the unsolved murder of her mother. Has a killer 
marked her family for death? Will she be next? Can you navigate the 
twists and turns of this case and find the true killer?

 0423SO342

HORROR-VERSE

MYSTERY

HORROR COMEDY

COVER B - 0423SO340

 0423SO330
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ZOMBICIDE: DAY ONE #1

The dead are returning to life to 
devour the living! In an instant the
world was plunged into chaos. No one 
could have predicted it. No one except 
Ned. They thought he was crazy, but 
now he’s vindicated. He has a safe 
shelter, fully stocked with everything 
he needs to survive and just waiting to 
welcome him and his group of friends. 
That is, if they can even reach it. 
There’s a city full of zombies to cross. 
Ammo is scarce, supplies too. They 
must move slowly andsilently to avoid 
notice. But when the horde catches on, 
they’ll have to strike fast and hard if 
they hope to survive!
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HORROR

TWIZTID: CURSE OF THE GREEN BOOK  
VOLUME 2 

BLAZE: YA DEAD HOMIE ONESHOT

WRITTEN BY: Rob Humphrey
ART BY:  Austin McKinley
COVER ART BY: Austin McKinley

Supernatural shenanigans continue in this second volume of 
the four-time Ringo Award nominated series! 

Lured to New Orleans under false pretenses, 
 Jamie, Paul, and Felicia find themselves drawn 

into a battle between the King and Queen of Voodoo 
forpossession of an arcane tome that can 

destroy the world as we know it!

COMEDY

$4.99 FULL COLOR SADDLESTITCH

32 PAGES MATURE 6.625” X 10.1875”

Exhumed from the world of TWIZTID HAUNTED HIGH-
ONS – this definitive BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE origin story 
cannot be missed!

Buried and forgotten for eleven years after being 
brutally gunned down in the streets, Blaze is awakened 
from his cold slumber and sets out on a path of re-
venge! Returning to his old neighborhood, he learns that 
the only thing that changes in the streets is the date,
and that when you’re already dead, you may not have 
anything to lose.

SOURCE POINT PRESS

INTERACTIVE
MYSTERY

                                                 COVER A - 0423SO339
You’re a Private Investigator working for Illicit Investigations, Inc. in 
Cleaver County, and your first client just brought you a case you’ll never 
forget… In Murder By Mail, a fully interactive role-playing experience, you 
are presented with evidence from an unsolved murder case, and through 
the favors you call in, the interviews you conduct, and your own wits and 
attention to detail, you can discover the identity of the killer and put the 
case to rest. 

Annie Donovan’s father has been brutally murdered in a hit-and-run, 
mere months after the unsolved murder of her mother. Has a killer 
marked her family for death? Will she be next? Can you navigate the 
twists and turns of this case and find the true killer?
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BY THE LINGERING LIGHT OF A SLOWLY DYING SUNBY THE LINGERING LIGHT OF A SLOWLY DYING SUN

WRITER | TYLER LANDRYWRITER | TYLER LANDRY
ARTIST | TYLER LANDRYARTIST | TYLER LANDRY

COVER ARTIST | TYLER LANDRYCOVER ARTIST | TYLER LANDRY

0423ST3430423ST343

B&W | 44 PAGES | $8.00B&W | 44 PAGES | $8.00
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023
No matter the amount of time passed, the one thing we all seek is connection. 200 years No matter the amount of time passed, the one thing we all seek is connection. 200 years 
have passed since Martin has left earth. The world is completely different from when he have passed since Martin has left earth. The world is completely different from when he 
left it, far more advanced- we have finally arrived at utopia. In this lo-fi sci-fi story, creator left it, far more advanced- we have finally arrived at utopia. In this lo-fi sci-fi story, creator 
Tyler Landry skips the typical tropes of flying cars and robots and instead builds a beautiful Tyler Landry skips the typical tropes of flying cars and robots and instead builds a beautiful 
snapshot of reconnecting with family and catering to our most basic of human needs.snapshot of reconnecting with family and catering to our most basic of human needs.

DELPHINIUM #1DELPHINIUM #1
WRITER | PAT AULISIOWRITER | PAT AULISIO
ARTIST | PAT AULISIOARTIST | PAT AULISIO

COVER ARTIST | PAT AULISIOCOVER ARTIST | PAT AULISIO

0423ST3440423ST344

FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $7.00FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $7.00
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

An astronaut falls into the world of Del-An astronaut falls into the world of Del-
phinium after a freak accident on their phinium after a freak accident on their 
satellite. Eerily similar to Earth, Delphin-satellite. Eerily similar to Earth, Delphin-
ium has oxygen, plants and insect life ium has oxygen, plants and insect life 
but things are just off and continue to but things are just off and continue to 
go wrong. Part 1 in a 2 part mini series- go wrong. Part 1 in a 2 part mini series- 
Delphinium is 28 pages of perfectly Delphinium is 28 pages of perfectly 
trippy sci-fi you’ve grown to love from trippy sci-fi you’ve grown to love from 
Pat.Pat.
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DIABOLICAL! #1DIABOLICAL! #1
WRITER | NOAH BAILEY, JOSH DAVISONWRITER | NOAH BAILEY, JOSH DAVISON

ARTIST | NOAH BAILEYARTIST | NOAH BAILEY
COVER ARTIST | NOAH BAILEYCOVER ARTIST | NOAH BAILEY
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FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $8.00FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $8.00
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

The infernal first issue of “Diabolical!” features 2 bizarre tales The infernal first issue of “Diabolical!” features 2 bizarre tales 
of Kaiju monsters, mutant gangs and mysterious underworld of Kaiju monsters, mutant gangs and mysterious underworld 
score-settling! Each issue will include a story from a guest score-settling! Each issue will include a story from a guest 
writer and a solo story by Noah Bailey!writer and a solo story by Noah Bailey!

GUN METAL AFFAIRGUN METAL AFFAIR
WRITER | BRYCE DAVIDSONWRITER | BRYCE DAVIDSON
ARTIST | BRYCE DAVIDSONARTIST | BRYCE DAVIDSON

COVER ARTIST | BRYCE DAVIDSONCOVER ARTIST | BRYCE DAVIDSON
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B&W | 92 PAGES | $15.00B&W | 92 PAGES | $15.00
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

In a far away lands, private military groups wage war upon battle fields which don’t officially exist. When a classified military project In a far away lands, private military groups wage war upon battle fields which don’t officially exist. When a classified military project 
goes missing, an assassin from a bygone era is returned to active duty to retrieve it. What he discovers will set in motion the shape of goes missing, an assassin from a bygone era is returned to active duty to retrieve it. What he discovers will set in motion the shape of 
the world to come. The death throes of humanity are near.the world to come. The death throes of humanity are near.
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FEEDER #2FEEDER #2
WRITER | MARK BERTOLINIWRITER | MARK BERTOLINI

ARTIST | DARYL KNICKREHMARTIST | DARYL KNICKREHM
COVER ARTIST | DARYL KNICKREHMCOVER ARTIST | DARYL KNICKREHM
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FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

The violent adventures of Lee Kidd continue in this action The violent adventures of Lee Kidd continue in this action 
packed issue. What was once the most famous action movie packed issue. What was once the most famous action movie 
hero of the 80s has fallen on hard times. He’s now an enforcer hero of the 80s has fallen on hard times. He’s now an enforcer 
for a local crime boss, but getting a second chance to change for a local crime boss, but getting a second chance to change 
his ways.his ways.

PINK ELEPHANT #1PINK ELEPHANT #1
WRITER | E & E PLISSKENWRITER | E & E PLISSKEN

ARTIST | BENSON CHINARTIST | BENSON CHIN
COVER ARTIST | BENSON CHINCOVER ARTIST | BENSON CHIN
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FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/7/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023 FOC DATE | 5/7/2023

From the writers of Heavy Metal Drummer, The Purple Oblivion, and The Firstborns comes this 80s slasher, lysergic, weird, indie, From the writers of Heavy Metal Drummer, The Purple Oblivion, and The Firstborns comes this 80s slasher, lysergic, weird, indie, 
lynch-esque story. A group of teens on a road trip meet a creepy old woman at a gas station. A brief back and forth conversation with her lynch-esque story. A group of teens on a road trip meet a creepy old woman at a gas station. A brief back and forth conversation with her 
leads to a night of acid trips, teen hijinks, and a giant killer with an elephant head. Things are about to get weird.leads to a night of acid trips, teen hijinks, and a giant killer with an elephant head. Things are about to get weird.

COVER BCOVER B

COVER ACOVER A
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POPSCARS #4POPSCARS #4
WRITER | PAT O’ MALLEYWRITER | PAT O’ MALLEY

ARTIST & COVER A | SANTI GUILLENARTIST & COVER A | SANTI GUILLEN
COVER B | MARGUERITE SAUVAGECOVER B | MARGUERITE SAUVAGE

COVER C | KARL SLOMINSKICOVER C | KARL SLOMINSKI
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FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/28/2023 FOC DATE | 5/28/2023

Popscars continues with this high octane issue where Pinky must come to terms with her new sta-Popscars continues with this high octane issue where Pinky must come to terms with her new sta-
tus. She won’t be able to contemplate it for long as she’s got more pressing matters on her hands. tus. She won’t be able to contemplate it for long as she’s got more pressing matters on her hands. 
Harry has his own realization but it too will soon pass as Pinky is about to make him a very happy Harry has his own realization but it too will soon pass as Pinky is about to make him a very happy 
man.man.

COVER BCOVER B

COVER ACOVER A

COVER CCOVER C
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SOKO #3SOKO #3
WRITER | VANJA MISKOVIC, STEVE EKSTROMWRITER | VANJA MISKOVIC, STEVE EKSTROM

ARTIST | ANTONIO FUSOARTIST | ANTONIO FUSO
COVER A & B | FRANCESCO TOMASELLICOVER A & B | FRANCESCO TOMASELLI

COVER C | ANTONIO FUSOCOVER C | ANTONIO FUSO

0423SM353 | 0423SM354 | 0423SM3550423SM353 | 0423SM354 | 0423SM355

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

A late night boat raid leads to tragedy as an exposed A late night boat raid leads to tragedy as an exposed 
human-trafficking ring deepens the divide between human-trafficking ring deepens the divide between 
a corrupt, young beat cop and his veteran partner. a corrupt, young beat cop and his veteran partner. 
“A fearless thriller that refuses to pull any punches, “A fearless thriller that refuses to pull any punches, 
SOKO keeps you reeling from the opening sequence SOKO keeps you reeling from the opening sequence 
up through the final page cliffhanger. Not for the meek up through the final page cliffhanger. Not for the meek 
of heart.” - Alex Segura, bestselling and acclaimed of heart.” - Alex Segura, bestselling and acclaimed 
author of Secret Identity and The Black Ghostauthor of Secret Identity and The Black Ghost

COVER ACOVER A

COVER BCOVER B

COVER CCOVER C
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CARTOON DIALECTICS #4CARTOON DIALECTICS #4
WRITER | TOM KACZYNSKIWRITER | TOM KACZYNSKI
ARTIST | TOM KACZYNSKIARTIST | TOM KACZYNSKI

COVER ARTIST | TOM KACZYNSKICOVER ARTIST | TOM KACZYNSKI

0423UB3560423UB356

B&W |  PAGES | $6.00B&W |  PAGES | $6.00
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

The TERRAFORMERS are coming! Take an archaeo-mythological detour through antediluvian Sumer The TERRAFORMERS are coming! Take an archaeo-mythological detour through antediluvian Sumer 
in Utnapishtim’s ARK as we search for the ultimate SOURCE of human nature in DEEP TIME. Also, in Utnapishtim’s ARK as we search for the ultimate SOURCE of human nature in DEEP TIME. Also, 
visiting Doctor Zizmor’s office becomes a PSYCHE-ANALYSIS of the COMICS-CONSCIOUSNESS visiting Doctor Zizmor’s office becomes a PSYCHE-ANALYSIS of the COMICS-CONSCIOUSNESS 
continuum. Can comics think? Including Aesthetic Education, CARTOON HERMENEUTICS, and continuum. Can comics think? Including Aesthetic Education, CARTOON HERMENEUTICS, and 
barbarians. ETERNAL ideas in a convenient disposable COMIC BOOK package. The most dialectical barbarians. ETERNAL ideas in a convenient disposable COMIC BOOK package. The most dialectical 
comic book on the planet. Nuff said!comic book on the planet. Nuff said!
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THE SICKNESS #1THE SICKNESS #1
WRITER | LONNIE NADLERWRITER | LONNIE NADLER

ARTIST | JENNA CHAARTIST | JENNA CHA
COVER A | JENNA CHACOVER A | JENNA CHA

COVER B | SHINTARO KAGOCOVER B | SHINTARO KAGO
COVER C | SAM WOLFE CONNELLYCOVER C | SAM WOLFE CONNELLY
COVER D | TREVOR HENDERSONCOVER D | TREVOR HENDERSON

0423UB357 | 0423UB358 | 0423UB359 | 0423UB3600423UB357 | 0423UB358 | 0423UB359 | 0423UB360

B&W |  PAGES | $6.00B&W |  PAGES | $6.00
IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/14/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023 FOC DATE | 5/14/2023

COVER D 1:30COVER D 1:30

Feeling sick? The Man may be following you… 1945: Daniel Buss, an anxious teenager living in small-town America, has been experi-Feeling sick? The Man may be following you… 1945: Daniel Buss, an anxious teenager living in small-town America, has been experi-
encing strange symptoms: mood swings, increased sensitivity, and terrifying hallucinations, threatening to ruin his summer vacation encing strange symptoms: mood swings, increased sensitivity, and terrifying hallucinations, threatening to ruin his summer vacation 
before freshman year. Worse, a stalking presence watches Daniel’s every move. 1955: George Brooks—war vet and tireless doctor—before freshman year. Worse, a stalking presence watches Daniel’s every move. 1955: George Brooks—war vet and tireless doctor—
nears retirement from his decorated past. When a local housewife murders her entire family, her son—the sole survivor—is put into his nears retirement from his decorated past. When a local housewife murders her entire family, her son—the sole survivor—is put into his 
care; George grows obsessed with uncovering what could drive an ordinary person to such brutality. Though they live a decade apart, care; George grows obsessed with uncovering what could drive an ordinary person to such brutality. Though they live a decade apart, 
their fates intertwine through a horrifying illness and the haunting figure who follows wherever they go. Jenna Cha is a comic book artist their fates intertwine through a horrifying illness and the haunting figure who follows wherever they go. Jenna Cha is a comic book artist 
from California. In 2019 she made her debut publication as the co-creator/artist for the Bram Stoker Award longlisted series Black Stars from California. In 2019 she made her debut publication as the co-creator/artist for the Bram Stoker Award longlisted series Black Stars 
Above, published by Vault Comics. Her other publishing credits include Z2 Comics, Oni Press, Image Comics, Tiny Onion Studios, and Above, published by Vault Comics. Her other publishing credits include Z2 Comics, Oni Press, Image Comics, Tiny Onion Studios, and 
the horror anthology Razorblades Magazine. She somehow ended up in Canada and will indubitably stay there. Lonnie Nadler is a mul-the horror anthology Razorblades Magazine. She somehow ended up in Canada and will indubitably stay there. Lonnie Nadler is a mul-
tidisciplinary writer from Canada. He is best known for his work at Marvel Comics writing for titles like Cable, X-Men, and Guardians of tidisciplinary writer from Canada. He is best known for his work at Marvel Comics writing for titles like Cable, X-Men, and Guardians of 
the Galaxy. He released his critically acclaimed debut graphic novel, The Dregs, in 2017 from Black Mask Studios, named one of the best the Galaxy. He released his critically acclaimed debut graphic novel, The Dregs, in 2017 from Black Mask Studios, named one of the best 
100 horror comics of all time by Paste Magazine. In 2019 he co-created and wrote the historical fiction, cosmic horror concoction, Black 100 horror comics of all time by Paste Magazine. In 2019 he co-created and wrote the historical fiction, cosmic horror concoction, Black 
Stars Above, which was longlisted for a Bram Stoker Award. Nadler has also written for Ubisoft, Oni Press, Image Comics, Aftershock Stars Above, which was longlisted for a Bram Stoker Award. Nadler has also written for Ubisoft, Oni Press, Image Comics, Aftershock 
Comics, Z2 Comics, Razorblades Magazine, and numerous other publications. He can frequently be found crushed in between imposter Comics, Z2 Comics, Razorblades Magazine, and numerous other publications. He can frequently be found crushed in between imposter 
syndrome and delusions of grandeur.syndrome and delusions of grandeur.

COVER ACOVER A

COVER C 1:10COVER C 1:10
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(W) MORECI

(A) HOWELL

(C) DÍAZ

(L) CAMPBELL

DIVE DEEPER INTO 
SOREN’S PAST, 

AS SERRA TAKES HER TO THE 

MASTER—WHERE PERHAPS SHE’LL 

FINALLY LEARN TO CONTAIN HER 

DARK MAGIC. MEANWHILE, IN THE 

PRESENT, THE WORLD’S DEADLIEST 

AND DYSFUNCTIONAL TRIO 

ENCOUNTER SHRIEKERS CAPABLE 

OF BENDING REALITY AROUND 

FEAR. FORTUNATELY, GA’BAR 

(WHO’S STUCK INSIDE DEAD-

HEART’S SWORD) IS STARTING TO 

REALLY ENJOY GETTING SWUNG 

AROUND BY HIS NEW MUSCLE 

MOMMY. HEADS WILL ROLL!

$4.99   40 PGS   FULL COLOR

QUEEN OF SWORDS
NO.2

CVR A - 0423VL367 

CVR B - 0423VL368

CVR C - 0423VL369
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(W) ANDRY & DANIEL

(A) SUNANDO C

(C) RUSSELL

(L) CAMPBELL

HAVEN, 
 PART TWO:

WALT WINS ALLIES,
NOT BY THE FORCE OF HIS 
SWORD, BUT PERSPECTIVE 
AND SAVVY EVEN WITH 
HELP, A GRAND DECEPTION 
PREVENTS HIM FROM 
ACQUIRING THE RELIC 
PIECE. NOW, WALT MAY BE  
TRAPPED IN THE SHIELDED 

CITY FOREVER.

END AFTER END

$4.99   32 PGS   FULL COLOR

NO.8
CVR A - 0423VL362

CVR B - 0423VL363
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(W) SEBELA

(A) HENNESSY

(C) ASTONE

(L) CAMPBELL

ZANZI 
HAS CARVED A 
PATH HALFWAY

THROUGH THE BODY OF GOD 
ON HER JOURNEY HOME, 
BUT NOW SHE AND NETH 
WILL FACE THE DEADLIEST 
THREAT IN KERETHIM— 
THE SHADOWY CREATURES  
OF THE NIHLI. FACING AN  
ENEMY THAT CAN PENETRATE 
THEIR MINDS AND KILL  
WITH A WHISPER, ZANZI WILL 
HAVE TO RELY ON NETH TO 
KEEP THEM ALIVE THROUGH 
THE WINDING, BLOODY RIVERS 

OF GOD’S INTESTINES.

GODFELL

$4.99   32 PGS   FULL COLOR

NO.4
CVR A - 0423VL364 

CVR B - 0423VL365
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(W) HOPELESS

(A) IBÁÑEZ

(C) DUKE & DÍAZ

(L) BOWLAND

SANIT Y-EATING 
MONSTERS ENDED 

HUMANITY.
THE UNLUCKY FEW WHO 
SURVIVED NOW HIDE IN THE 
CRACKS OF A BROKEN WORLD. 
AND YET SOMEHOW, BENEATH 
THE GRAVEYARD THAT USED TO 
BE SAN ANTONIO, RICO MET 
LUPE, THE GIRL OF HIS DREAMS. 
BUT HOW DID SHE GET HERE? 
AND WHY IS SHE SMILING? 
NO ONE SURVIVES OUT IN 
THE STREET. NO ONE SMILES  
WHERE THE MONSTERS LURK. $19.99   TRADE PAPERBACK   144 PGS   FULL COLOR

“A GORGEOUSLY 
IMAGINED FEVER 

DREAM.”  
— JASON AARON

THE COMPLETE SERIES!

HEART EYES

0423VL366
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(W) CULLEN BUNN

(A) SALLY CANTIRINO

(C) DEE CUNNIFFE

(L) ANDWORLD

THE HERITAGE 
MILLS SALES 

TEAM
TRAVELS FROM TOWN TO 
TOWN, KNOCKING ON 
DOORS. THEY’RE THE BEST 
AT WHAT THEY DO... WHICH 
ALSO MEANS THEY’RE THE 
WORST. THEY’RE BROKEN, 
EACH AND EVERY ONE OF 
THEM, HAUNTED BY CLOSETS 
SO FULL OF SKELETONS, 
THEY’RE BURSTING. WHEN 
THEY DISCOVER A TERRIBLE 
SECRET BEHIND ONE FATEFUL 
DOOR, IT OPENS THEIR 
EYES TO A WORLD FULL OF 
REAL MONSTERS HIDDEN 
IN EVERY SMALL TOWN.

DOOR TO DOOR,  
NIGHT BY NIGHT, VOL.1

$19.99   TRADE PAPERBACK   176 PGS   FULL COLOR

0423VL361
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(W) PAKNADEL

(A) LÊ

(C) ROSH

(L) BIDIKAR

NOBODY 
KNOWS WHY

THE SKYSCRAPER-SIZED MECHS 
KNOWN AS GIGA FOUGHT 
THEIR BITTER, CENTURIES’ LONG 
WAR. ALL THEY KNOW IS THAT 
WHEN THE FIGHTING FINALLY 
STOPPED, THE DORMANT GIGA 
BECAME HUMANITY’S NEW 
HABITAT AND NEW GODS 
IN ONE. WHEN DISGRACED 
ENGINEER EVAN CALHOUN 
FINDS AN APPARENTLY 
MURDERED GIGA, HIS SOCIETY 
AND THE FASCISTIC TECH-
CENTERED RELIGIOUS ORDER 
THAT CONTROLS IT ARE RAPIDLY 

THROWN INTO CHAOS.

FROM WRITER ALEX PAKNADEL 
(FRIENDO, ALL AGAINST ALL) 
AND RISING STAR JOHN LÊ 
COMES ANOTHER VAULT & 
WHITE NOISE PARTNERSHIP 
ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS AFTER 

THE MECHS  STOP FIGHTING.

COLLECTS THE COMPLETE  
FIVE-ISSUE SERIES.

GIGA

$19.99   TRADE PAPERBACK   144 PGS   FULL COLOR

0722VL330
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(W) SEELEY & CAMPBELL

(A) TERRY

(C) FARRELL

(L) CRANK!

THE NEW MEXICO 
TOWN OF SANGRE 

DE MORO
HAS ACCEPTED ITS STRANGE 
NEW RESIDENTS: A VAMPIRE, 
HER THRALL, FRANKENSTEIN’S 
MONSTER, AND THE WOULD-BE 
MAD SCIENTIST, GRIFFIN. BUT A 
NEW THREAT HAS COME FOR THE 
EVIL-SATURATED SOIL OF THE MESA:  
DR. MOREAU AND HIS STRANGE 

COMPANIONS.

WEST OF SUNDOWN, 
VOL. 2

$19.99   TRADE PAPERBACK   160 PGS   FULL COLOR

0423VL370
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AMON AMARTH:AMON AMARTH:
THE GREAT HEATHEN ARMYTHE GREAT HEATHEN ARMY

HARD COVERHARD COVER

WRITER | AMON AMARTH, DAN WATTERSWRITER | AMON AMARTH, DAN WATTERS
ARTIST | ARIO MURTIARTIST | ARIO MURTI

COVER ARTIST | MONTOSCOVER ARTIST | MONTOS

0423Z23710423Z2371

FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $39.99FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $39.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/28/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/28/2023 FOC DATE | 5/28/2023

In the 9th century, a coalition of Viking warriors from Scandinavia invaded England, In the 9th century, a coalition of Viking warriors from Scandinavia invaded England, 
reaping unprecedented chaos throughout Great Britain. Metal pioneers Amon Am-reaping unprecedented chaos throughout Great Britain. Metal pioneers Amon Am-
arth and Z2 Comics will now present that tale in all of its carnage and mayhem in arth and Z2 Comics will now present that tale in all of its carnage and mayhem in 
THE GREAT HEATHEN ARMY, coinciding with the band’s 2022 album. Written by THE GREAT HEATHEN ARMY, coinciding with the band’s 2022 album. Written by 
Dan Watters (Lucifer, Arkham City) and illustrated by Ario Murti, this epic graphic Dan Watters (Lucifer, Arkham City) and illustrated by Ario Murti, this epic graphic 
novel captures the devastating human cost to both sides of this brutal clash. Fea-novel captures the devastating human cost to both sides of this brutal clash. Fea-
tures a foreword by WWE Hall of Famer Adam “Edge” Copeland.tures a foreword by WWE Hall of Famer Adam “Edge” Copeland.
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GROWING UP FARLEY:GROWING UP FARLEY:

A CHRIS FARLEY STORYA CHRIS FARLEY STORY
HARD COVERHARD COVER

WRITER | KEVIN FARLEY AND FRANK MARRAFFINOWRITER | KEVIN FARLEY AND FRANK MARRAFFINO
ARTIST | RYAN DUNLAVEYARTIST | RYAN DUNLAVEY

COVER ARTIST | RYAN DUNLAVEY AND JOSH BERNSTEINCOVER ARTIST | RYAN DUNLAVEY AND JOSH BERNSTEIN

0423Z23720423Z2372

FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $29.99FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $29.99
IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023IN-STORE DATE | 6/21/2023

 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023 FOC DATE | 5/21/2023

The family of Chris Farley and  Z2 Comics The family of Chris Farley and  Z2 Comics 
come together to bring you Growing Up come together to bring you Growing Up 
Farley the first ever Chris Farley graphic Farley the first ever Chris Farley graphic 
novel. Chris Farley was a beloved comedy novel. Chris Farley was a beloved comedy 

legend with a totally singular style, one that was heavily influenced by his childhood and legend with a totally singular style, one that was heavily influenced by his childhood and 
his relationship with his father. Told in collaboration with his brother, stand-up comedian his relationship with his father. Told in collaboration with his brother, stand-up comedian 
Kevin, Growing Up Farley is an intimate glimpse into Chris and Kevin’s adventures; from Kevin, Growing Up Farley is an intimate glimpse into Chris and Kevin’s adventures; from 
performances at Red Arrow Camp, to improv sets at the Arc Theater in Wisconsin, all the performances at Red Arrow Camp, to improv sets at the Arc Theater in Wisconsin, all the 
way to Second City in Chicago. Growing up Farley is a heartfelt dive into laughter and love.way to Second City in Chicago. Growing up Farley is a heartfelt dive into laughter and love.
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FOR ANY ORDER INQUIRIES FOR ANY ORDER INQUIRIES 
PLEASE CONTACT US PLEASE CONTACT US   

SERVICE@LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

NEXT

PHASE
all artwork pending all artwork pending 

licensor approval and licensor approval and 

subject to changesubject to change

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COMLUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM
ORDER TODAYORDER TODAY

SPOTLIGHT SPOTLIGHT

NOT FINAL TRADE DRESS COVERS NOT FINAL TRADE DRESS COVERS

GREEN ARROW #3
Written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON       
Art and cover by SEAN IZAAKSE      
Variant cover by DERRICK CHEW 
1:25 variant cover by EJIKURE 
DC Pride variant cover by LUCIANO VECCHIO
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 3 of 6 | Variant $4.99 US (card stock)      
ON SALE 6/27/23      

Arsenal and Black Canary versus Peacemaker and the new  
Peacewrecker! While Arsenal and Black Canary’s quest for 
answers has sent them into danger, Green Arrow is lost in time 
and space—but at least he’s not alone now. Two members of the Green 
Arrow family join Oliver Queen in the last place you’d expect!

 INTRODUCING  
PEACEWRECKER!

1:25 VARIANT COVER

DC PRIDE VARIANT COVER

CHEW VARIANT COVER

NEW
CHARAC

TER

ALERT

THE DOOM PATROL  
OUT OF CONTROL!

QUAH VARIANT COVER

1:25 VARIANT COVER

UNSTOPPABLE DOOM PATROL #4 
Written by DENNIS CULVER       
Art and cover by CHRIS BURNHAM      
Variant cover by ALAN QUAH
1:25 variant cover by LEIRIX  
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 4 of 6 | Variant $4.99 US (card stock)      
ON SALE 6/27/23      

The World’s Strangest Superheroes versus Anytown, USA! Just as everyone 
feared, the Doom Patrol have lost control and are now attacking the idyllic 
small town of New Poplar, Illinois. As these unstoppable monsters rampage, 
a new superhero must rise to stop them…enter Metawoman! But who is she, 
and what is her terrible secret? Only one person has the answers: the team’s 
former chief, Dr. Niles Caulder! 
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